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FROM UNCLE SAM’S TILL

THE REPUBLICAN RALLY

Rockport Awaiting “Heads |

This unqualified and unstinted praise is accorded by one who knows to

Up”

ln

Which

Town’s Marked By Much Enthusiasm, Excellent Speeches and Comes Money For Local Projects,

Best Talent Will Appear

Already Started

Disbursing Office Here For Three Counties

Devoid Of Personalities

“JERRY of JERICHO ROAD”

A most successful dress rehearsal
From the office of Congressman,
The Rockland Projects
The Young Republican Club t,f have,” got a reception that must
last night of the big production
Rockland
made
its
debut
in
Temple
have
been
extieinely
gratifying
to
Moran
this
morning
it
was
announced
A
small
army of unemployed men
"Heads Up," the laugh hit of the
TONIGHT AND TOMORROW NIGHT
a disbursing office will soon be gathered at the City Building yesteryear, promises an excellent opening hall last night, conducting one of the him. He warned against the "whls- |
most successful rallies which has pering campaign." conducted by the Qpen Jn Ro„kland hftVlng charge of day morning, cheered by the report
performance tonight at 8 15 sharp.
that 11 weeks' work was to be pro
been held in advance of a municipal opposing party—untrue but hard to
The enthusiasm of an audience of
combat. He deprecated the oft- a11 ‘Repayments in connection with vidcd for 206 men in Rockland First
election
for
many
years.
The
at

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
a hundred children was indicative
Civil Works Administration s preference, Mayor Richadrson stated,
tendance at the slipper was not quite heard remark that Rockland has
of the reaction of the adult com
as large as had been expected, due. gone to the dogs; also Jthjtt our projects in Knox, Lincoln and Waldo will be given to men who have been
This splendid operetta is a thing of joy and beauty—clever young talent at its
munity. Rockport Town hall will be
no doubt, to a mistaken belief that troubles were started by a 'school- Counties. At the head of that very assisted by the welfare department;
glorious best—and every penny to the P. T. A. Milk Fund
the place to go to tonight and to
important bureau will be Miss Kain- and other places will be filled by men
morrow night for plenty of laughs, a personal invitation or card was house. "We have the schoolhouse,” _______________
who have registered with the National
For Your Own Sake See “Jerry Of Jericho Road”
erine S Jameson of Friendship, and „
,
. _
,
tuneful original music, both in solos
Re-employment Bureau In this city,
and group singing, and musical dunce
i Miss Annette Segal has been engaged
The wagcs wjjj
jj 20 an hour lor
routines; all livening and cleverly de
as stenographer.
As rapidly as skilled labor and 50*cents an hour for
(Municipal Election, Dec. 4)
veloped collegiate political double
projects are approved the scope ot unskilled labor—30 hours a week.
plot, in which the initiation of “Jack
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
Yesterday a large crew was put to
ONE YEAR AGO
the disbursing office will be extended
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Barron” (Roland Richards! into the
. . .
work on Pleasant street, where 1500
aub*crlptlon« |3 0u per year payable »u
The
advisory
committee
for
Rock,
. .
L
... t
"I Wanna Tapa Keg" fraternity, by
For Mayor
advance: single copies three cents
' feet of much needed sewer will be
From the files of The Courler-Ga- having him run for mayor of Seven
Advertising rates based upon circula
land, appointed by Congressman Mo- built_ under the foretnanahip of T E
tion and verv reasonable
CARLETON F. SNOW
zette we learn that—
Fountains, and the attempt of a
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
ran, comprises ex-Mayors E. L. McNamara. The outlet to the Main
The Rockland Gazette was established
Of Ward Three
Mrs- Alice Emery won first prize crooked hotel syndicate, headed by R.
Brown and James F. Carver, and | street sewer at The Brook will be exIn IBM In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
in The Courier-Gazette's Thrift T. Tracy of Chicago (Raymond Per
Henry
B Bird. It will operate in con- lended Pt>r skllled laborers work will
Ward
One
In 1182 The Free Press was established
kins) to put the old Maxwell House.
Club contest.
ln 1855 and ln 1881 changed Its name to
be provided at the City Building and
Alderman
—
Donald
L.
Kelsey.
junction with the State diiector John
the Tribune These papers consolidated
George E. Torrey attended his i ancestral mansion of "Colonel MaxSchool Board—Louis Cates.
in thc local schoolhouses, alter Dec. 1.
March 11. 1881.
A. McDonough of Lewiston, who will
Warden—F Evelyn Cates.
3000th consecutive Sunday service ! well" (Sidney Snow) and his daugfiTlie money to be received from the
Ward Clerk—Lowell E. Tripp.
at the Congregational Church.
*«• 'Pat" ‘Virginia Noyes) out ol
M-w-w-***** —
—
— J8
be remembered by local baseball fans c W A. is to be expended on the ratio
Ward Two
The city's expenditures for the running by railroading their own
Words 4re daughters of earth.
,
as a former umpire in the Maine of 75 per cent for labor and 25 per♦ but Ideas are sons of heaven — ♦ j Alderman—Capt. John Bernet.
municipal year amounted to $286,760. candidate into the mayoralty, run
Coast League.
I cent for mateyals.
School
Board
—
Mrs.
H.
V.
Tweedie
.»• Dr Johnson
—
Rockland (Nov. 23) was beginning Parallel to achieve a tremendous cMWarden—Harold C. Simmons.
to think of winter because it. was only ma* which brings every member ol
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Doris Jordan.
17 above and Lermond's Cove was
cas^ on
stage for a smashing
Ward Three
skimmed over.
, ensemble finale.
Alderman—Maurice F Lovejoy.
School Beard—Mrs. Ruth Elling
The membership campaign conThe sedate professors played by
Gov. Brann Moves the Pieces So That the Rockland Man
wood.
ducted by the Parent-Teacher Asso- Frederic Richards, Milford Payson,
Warder,—Albert M Hastings
Is Again In the Limelight
F. F. Fowles, David Crockett. Sr.,
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Hope Brewster. ciation with Mrs. E. L. Toner as
Ward Four
chairman, showed a total of 735-a are 8 decided contrast to the fashionable Civic League Ladies played by
Alderman—Mavnard L. Marston,
gain over the preceding year.
It would seen) row as though the endorsement of a group of Democratic
ecnooi Board—Rev. K. O. Kenyon.
Mrs. Nellie Coates. Mrs. Mildred
ways were well greased for appoint- leaders. Previously, the name of
Warden—Harold J Philbrook.
Holmes, Mrs. Lintihel Lane, Miss Mar
L'TTERBACK'S “KICK"
Ward Clerk—Miss Hazel Spear.
ment of Mayor Richardson as United Mayor Charles M. Richardson ot
tha Wilson, Helena Upham.
Ward Five
States marshal. A few weeks ago he Rockland had also been prominently
Southern and Western Farmers FavMichele Arico of Camden gives the
Alderman—William J. Sullivan.
1?emed definitely out of it, but there mentioned in connection with tne
School Board—Harold Whitehill. j ored. But What About Our Fish laughing hit of the season ln portray
I was a revolt against Maine’s three Marshal s post. The omiss on of
ermen?
Warden—Donald Haskell.
ing "Bill Barron, the Billionaire irom
Democratic Ds, and the fight was on Richardson's name from the patronWard Clerk—Raymond A. Hoch.
Buffalo.”
Ward Committee—Walter Chaples
ugiiin, Rockland's first intimation age slate aroused a resentment in
In a letter to George N Peck, head
Harold Philbrook, Kenneth White, A
The proceeds of the production
concerning it being the resolut on in- Knox County akin to that expressed
of
the
Agricultural
Adjustment
Ad
F. Lamb.
will be turned over to the Epworth
j troduced by Elisha W. Pike at thc re- in Bangor because of the failure oi
ministration in Washington. Repre League and the Methodist Ladies
Ward Six
cent Democratic caucus, pledging re- the party leaders to give consideraAlderman—Joshua N. Southard. sentative Utterback of the third Aid which in return will be donated
newed
support to Mayor Ricliardson. tion to a Democrat from that city
School Board—I. Lawton Bray.
I
Maine district made a formal pro for charity.
Now comes the third phase of the
"After rejecting Piper's appointWarden—James P. Aylward.
Ward Clerk—Israel Snow.
contest, as told in the lollowing As- ment the Council, through its chairtest against any processing tax on
UNCLE SAM'S LOANS
Ward Seven
sociated Press despatch from Augusta, man, Forrest H. Bond of Jefferson,
: any sea food products for the beneAlderman—Augustus B Huntley
which appeared in yesterday's dailies: slid. Politics had nothing to do with
School Board—Mrs. Gladys Jones fit of the hog producer, or otherwise. As Seen Through Medium of Federal
"Oov. Brann today nominated Ed- it' and that if the Governor wanted
Morgan.
Land Bank—Year's Showing
The letter stated that at present
ward Chase of Bating, Democrat, as to name another Democrat 'and we
Warden—Alden Perry.
a member of the Public Utilities Com- believe he is capable ol holding down
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Frances Far- the fishing industry in Maine is in
The Federal Land Bank of Springrand.
CapL Carleton F. Snow. Republican Nominee for Mayor, who recognizes mission to succeed Oen. Albert Green- such an important portion we will
: a most serious condition, and many
field announced yesterday that dur- j
the city’s needs in the present cri sis, and whose watchword will be law ol Augusta, Republican, whose confirm the appointments.'
Hot mince pies, Maine Maid for of those engaged in this occupation jng
first ten months of this year
term has expired. The nomination
The Chief Executive's answer was
"counsel
and courtesy."
Thanksgiving. All dealers. 139-142 are forced to seek relief. “In my it closed first farm mortgage Ioans
came one day after thc Executive that he was ‘disappointed’ and that
" mind." he wrote, “a tax of this sort aggregating $2,827,000 and it had
necessary for admittance, but while he said, "and I am proud of the part Council refused to confirm the Oov- lie regarded Piper as ‘especially fitted
! imposed upon the fishing industry loaned from the Land Bank Commisernor's appointment of State Repre- tor the position by training, expenDANCE
at this particular time would be most sioner's fund $846,200 Tbtel closings
_ the speaking was in progress the I had in it.
sentative Kingsbury B. Piper of Ban- ence and ability.'
vorse
off
The city is^notjnuch w
Friday Night, November 24 disastrous in its results and as Rep- durin« October were $1,150,800 and : lar8e hall was filled^capacity, and
gor, Democrat, to the $6000 a year
"Chairman Albert J. Stearns has
enthusiasm was rampant.
than it was ten years ago. Its lnSouth Thomaston Giange Hall
reientative from the Third Maine Ioans were being made during the
position.
been the whole Public Utilities ComMusic by KIRK'S ORCHESTRA
Capt. Carleton F. Snow, the nomi- come has been held up. but so has
District I strongly urge that it not ftrs‘- half of November at a rate of
"Baring is a retired lumber man, mission since Nov. 9. when Greenlaw's
Lucky Numbers Gel Prizes
nee lor mayor, was the lion of thc mine, and so have the Incomes of
be
imposed.
nearly
$2,000,000
a
month.
and has been a candidate for U. 8. term expired. The other CommissionManager. Harold Coombs
occasion, and was accorded a lecep- many others. The city, it should be
140*1$
Marshal His name was listed for this er Herbert W. Trafton of Augusta,
"Beneficial legislation has been E. H Thomson, president of the
tion which affected him visibly. He remembered, is bound by a law
office in the slate of Federal patron- has been confined to his home by illpassed for the relief of the Southern bank, stated that applications for
was left in no manner of doubt as which confines its debt limit to 5 age jobs announced as bearing the , ness lor some time.”
and Western farmers, but the New loans during the last 60 days have
to the esteem and affection which per cent of its valuation. How many
England farmers and fishermen have been especially heavy but that by
T. H.S. SENIOR CLASS PRESENTS
...... riiviriin<>
lenzi k,ni,
his neighbors and fellow townsmen business men would like to be bound
been wholly ignored, although the dividing the land bank district, which
abroad in the past year, and we be- furnished by Harvle's Orchestra„ii
wt
hAVP for him
bv
by a lau
law like that? All wp
we nvrd
need IS
is
sea food industry is as much a pri- C0,nPr'ses all of New England. New
gin to question the policy of attack- one of the city's fine musical organiAnother fine reception was ’given a City Government made up of conmary producer as the hog growing York and New Jersey,
-- into 15 ap,
. ,
,,
i ing the American dollar. We used to zations.
A scintillating farce in three acts under the able direction of
industry Is.
Pralsal d‘v“io™ ll>e appraisal work Raymond Castie. the secretary of servalve. business-1,ke men giving
matu>r Qf
th
MISS RITA C. SMITH
’
.
... . t
.
wni he well in hard bv the time it the new organization who engineered what is necessary and cutting out
and supported by a talented ea t of well known High School Artists
“I understand that hearings have ______* ■
narQ
ln« tune it
•
. , .
, ,
national budget, but today It is
TIIE FOOTBALL FITTEST
and «?ac nnn ZYT t IIP
been held on this* matter and I de- must * •slowed doam or discontinued :ajt nlrvVif'r
nl«ht's mill!
rally, and
was one of the what is unnecessary. I ask you not ,
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
„„i., . ,- z u . .
.v . being extended without consideration
only
to
vote
Dec.
4
but
to
see
that
.
.
■
j
* 4 ube made
j
principal speakers,
j of national income. We are begin- Army. n.
Duke and Princeton stand
sire that, my protest
a part, on account‘ of 8snowfall
owia >•
wh<)
your fr,ends
of the records. I am sure that tne
Mr. Thom-on pointed out that the
' ning to stop, look and listen. It Is alone at the top ol the national foot
Representative Neil A. Fogg said
sea food industry as a rule was not ability to lend from the Land Bank * ca*r nf'
a "7^“
At 8.15 P. M.
time now for the Republican party
heap, sole survivors of one of
advised of these hearings or el.se Commissioner's fund of $200.000.000t,al repast in wh ch takeid beans a"d. he hoped he,did as well at the State | to come forward and express the
ALL SEATS 35c
most spectacular campaigns in
prote.ts would come from every sec- appropriated by the last Congress for co.d meats constituted the hea . . Capital as others could have done. will of the American people on cer- bistory. With the collapse of Georgia
Checked at McDonalds Drug Store. Monday. Nov. 27
.
140-141
active interest.
tion of it. for in Maine, alone, con- lhc Purpose of refinancing farmers
The audience was we.ccme
y "I tried lo take an ......
tain important Issues. The only inand Nebraska and the tying
a^d was pleased one day to be called
of Mirhlom thoto ih-o..
'
.
‘
,
mrirbtpdnpu
mniro«
i>
Secretary
Castle,
In
the
absence
ol
dltlons have reduced the number of ' ucoteaness makes it possible for
in th,. „hoi •• iz r»i ,t it
strument through which they can 1 Mlcn‘8an, these three alone among
.
the land bank orhinh u u,in.
C Alton Palmer, the president, who to the cha r.
He pledged his supthe nation's major grlditon powers.
lobster fishermen 50 per cent, and the 1
d bank, which is acting as
_ u u. ■. ...
port to
£
' throu8"
Republican party The
could b°«t undefeated and unsardine packing industry has been a«ent for the Commissioner, to re- was detained in Boston by business
He immediately introduced Cleveland hoping all will be elected
finance
many
farmers
who
otherwise
Democratic
party
is
hopelessly
domi'
1<C
*
records and, on that basis at
THE SEASON'S SMASH HIT!
almost wholly eliminated.'
The next speaker was Capt. Sr.ow, nated
least' deserved their ranking at the
could not obtain loans from the land Sleeper. Jr., as masl-er of ceremonies,
top.
bank because of excessive indebted and the manner In which that young and be was obliged to wait several
THE THRIFT SHOP
"We are all back of the NRA. but
ness. The first mortgage loan by the man handled the meeting was a minutes before the applause sub- are champions of sound money and

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, NOV 23-24
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THE POLITICAL CHESSBOARD

“THE M1LL10N-D0LLAR BUTLER”

Tuesday, November 28

a

HEADS UP!

R

A Rollicking Musical Comedy

ROCKPORT TOWN HALL
Thursday, Friday, November 23-24
Auspices Epworth League—Every Cent of .Net Proceeds To Charity
"An exceptionally flije play with selected local talent carefully
trained"

C. F. SMITH
RANGE AND FUEL OIL
CLEAN BURNING
PROMPT DELIVERY
ECONOMICAL

Phone Camden 2560—Rockland 1251
ILL—------------------------------

139-tf

-

AS TO EMERGENCY RELIEF
To any firm, person or corporation in any way fumi .hing fuel,
food, rent, clothing, milk, or any other item for the Emergency Re
lief Account for the town of St. George, NOTICE! Your invoices in
duplicate and duly approved by recipients, must be in our office not
later than the 10th of the month following the month items were
furnished. The Emergency Relief accounts cannot continue to
receive the business unino you comply with the above request.
Signed by—

FRED H. SMALLEY,
Local Administrator Emergency Relief, Town of St. George
138-143

of happiness —Charles Darwin.
right sort of humor at the right. ment by an active minor ty, and an ,,
. , . .
. ,. , . _
.
supervision of Mrs E. K. Leighton value of the farm
...
,
llc«. but declared that thc Republimoment|
inert
maloritv
should
no,
mmnli
n
I
inert majority should not complain
The land bank loan, of course, is a
were kept real busy in the Salvation
TWO POtlTItAITS
’ • * *
| of the consequences. We pay the I can candidate is one in whom the
first mortgage loan and the loan from
party may well take pride. He also
Army Thrift Shop Tuesday Before
I.
has been said," he remarked I bills through tax alone, and it Is the
the Commissioner's fund in such
Paint me a picture, master!
, expressed the hope that the young
commencing the daily routine a snort ca£cs ,s a secon(, morlgage
and that we are trying to bribe ......
And make It strict and true;
the penalty of apathy at the polls. The R,.,)ubii(. in movement would be ex
Put on the cheeks no brighter red.
meeting was held with Rev.George
sometimes further secured by voters with a plate of baked beans, young Republican movement is dcIn the eyes no deeper blue;
tended to other towns in Knox Coun
Olve to her form no softer grace
H. Welch, chairman of the RedCross: chatteis. Where such loansare made We don't want thc kind that, jvc have ' signed to break down that apathy
For .to each rounded limb
ty.
"Party
recovery
always
begins
Mrs. Spear. Ensign Hand and Mrs. it is upon the condition thatthe ' to buy with beans, but if I could find to the end that we may have a
The highest lines thine art can trace
after a major defeat," was his final
Are shadowless and dim
Lc.3hton and her group of workers debts 1{ they exceed 75
cent of the woman who cooked those I ate, properly adjusted government."
word."
Color
to life her matchless hair
present. An attempt will be made to . the appraised normal ya,ue of
, i WOuld marry her.
Motor trouble on Waldoboro hill;
And, ll thou may'st. portray
prevent duplication in giving out ot securUy wW
down
The sweetness of those scarlet Ups.
County
Attorney
Jerome
C. delayed the arrival of Senator AI-1
The smiles that round them play'
clothr.ig. Mr. Welch was chairman. where the farmer has at least a 25 Burrows expressed great pleasure at bert C Melxxjn, but lost no time in
"We must go out of this meeting! Canst
thou produce the radiant light
Quite a lot of clothing has been giv per cent equity in his farm business, what the Young Republicans had al- expressing his appreciation of the n0‘
That beams from out her eyes,
w*t*1 *he idea of putting
Or make more fair, or pure, or bright
en away since The Thrift Shop start
The soul that In them lies?
Mr. Thomson explained that this is ready accomplished. It has already work being done by the young Re- Cap, Snow in the mayors chair,
ed, and another urgent appeal is made
to avoid a mere exchanging of credi developed an interest in the gov publicans. Taxpayers are not dis- sald Toastmaster Sleeper, but with
Fashion my bride, good painter*
for children's arid men's clothing.
Loving, and kind and true.
lntei:t*on
sending seven aldertors by the farmer and leaving him ernment and the Republican party, satisfied, he said if they can only
Fair as a wreath of lutes.
More than 15 bushels of apples, sent
Sweet as Its perfume, too.
A sen
still practically bankrupt.
he said, and is coming forward with see that their money is being spent mcn t^l'rv *° support him
to the Salvation Army, were distribut
j
which drew applause that
pep and enthusiasm, noting also ior the good of the people.
II.
"Where
farmers'
debts
must
be
ed to many needy families. Call 514.
Judge Z lma M. Dwinal got splen- nlcant confirmation of his statement
Paint me another picture.
that Young Republican Clubs are
or send all clothing, etc., to 477 Main scaled down or composed,” said Mr.
As in the years before.
Secretary Castle got the fine greetformed everywhere. The did applause when Toastmaster
Thomson, "the period required for being
Tracing with careful pencil
street.
. Herself and nothing more.
Sleeper
introduced
him
as
the
possi'
*ug
that
his
efforts
as
an
organizer
speaker
warned
against
propaganda,
making the loan usually is longer
Leave not a single shadow
Out of that snowy brow—
than otherwise. The adjustment-stating that a story was already in b'.e Republican nominee for Repre- i earned for him. He told of coming
Every thread of silver—
| to Rockland and finding the young
of the farmer’s debts is not a part of circulation that the Democrats senlative to Congress next year.
Paint her as she Is now.
One Mile Ladies’ Race
“Republican candidates have been ! men adrift through lack of organithe activity of the bank, however, could obtain more relief funds. He
Maybe the eye Is duller
Far than It used to be:
The farmer is told the amount of deprecated the injection of politics pretty bashful about coming forw-arJ zation and leadership, but guided by
Maybe the cheek Is paler.
money that may be loaned on his into a matter as vital as that, and the past year,” said Judge Dwinal. "It the desire to make Rockland a betMaybe the smile less free;
Care has altered them, doubtless—
security and it is up to him to get in which all parties should work has been considered unpatriotic to ter place ln which to live. He hoped
But. Oh! I tell to you.
The cloud that darkened one life
his creditors together and have them shoulder to shoulder, Mr. Burrows, oppose the acts of the Administra- j lo see Rockland follow the example
Shadowed the other too.
agree to accept the amount which endorsed Capt. Snow as a trained Mon. We are still giving our whole- of other cities and have a Lincoln's
Paint me my wife. O master!
may be loaned as complete payment executive who would do his best to hearted support to the recovery pro- j Day banquet with a speaker of naTonight at 9.15
Now that the years have fled.
And love has blossomed out ol
of
his
debts.
Of
course,
only
a
gram.
but
arc
beginning
to
consider
I
Monal
reputation.
Mr.
Castle's
speech
carry
on
city
affairs
as
the
times
This race will decide who will meet
The dust of passion dead.
whether the changes will become j was brief, dignified and he made a
Place the pictures together.
Margaret Torrey for the Cham relatively small number of applicants demand.
Side by side on the wall.
permanent
and
desirable.
A
billion
1
most
excellent
tmp-e?'!on.
are so heavily In debt that a scaleEx-Mayor James F Carver, intro
pionship of Knox County.
Which Is to me the fair, t?
Olve me the last uf all.
down or composition is necessary."
140*!t
duced as "one of the best fighters we dollars of private capital has gone
Music during the supper hour was

SPANISH VILLA
RINK

I

— Unknown.
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LEGION’S PROGRAM

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Com. French Tells What It

He giveth power to the faint; and
to them that haw no might he in- ,
creaseth strength.—Isaiah 40:29.
What have we to be thankful
for? is the question which many
American citizens are doubtless
asking themselves with the ap
proach of the Thanksgiving holi
day. A natural question, bom of
hardships, sacrifice, and uncer
tainty as to what the morrow may
bring. And here is the answer as
the skies reveal it to the nation's
first citizen. President Roosevelt,
as seen in his Thanksgiving proclamation, just issued:
May we ask guidance in more
surely learning the ancient truth
that greed and selfishness and
striving for undue riches can
never bring lasting happiness or
good to the individual or to his
neighbors.
May we be grateful for the
passing of dark days; for the new
spirit of dependence on one an
other; for the closer unity of all
parts of our wide land; for the
greater friendship between em
ployers and those who toil; for a
clearer knowledge by all Nations
that we seek no conquests and ask
only honorable engagements by all
peoples to respect the lands and
righ.s of their neighbors; for the
brighter day which we can win
through by seeking the help of God
in a more unselfish striving for
the common bettering of mankind.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, November 23, 1933

Page Two

Hopes To Accomplish the

Coming Year
The American Legion program for
1934, beginning at once, has just been
compiled by National Headquarters
and a copy received by the WinslowHolbrook Post.
It is described by Milton T French
commander, as the most constructive
and conservative program in the
history of the Legion. ‘'No one

can object to this," he said, "and
every citizen of the United States can

American legion
will have no difficulty this year.
Every veteran of the World war
'should get into this work at once.
1 because his help is needed. Our
national commander, who is called
the 'Abraham Lincoln of thc Legion'
in his home town, declares half of
! the men and women of the World war
I still living will join the Legion this
year, and that it is up to each Legionaire to see that they do. Then we
must have a unity of thought in each
of these activities, unity of expres
sion and unity of action. We can
have such team-work under our
national commander's leadership and
cannot fail. Our first job is to
thoroughly understand our program."
The major points of the program,
in a nutshell, as outlined by National
The sea stories we read, not
Headquarters to the post officials
forgetting the thriller which has
here, follow:
reached the second leg of its
Restore those disabled in line of
journey in the Saturday Evening
duty in the war to their status prior
Post, do not strike a higher key
to March 20. 1933; hospitalize in
in the scale of romance than
government institutions all needy
does the prospective voyage of
veterans requiring it; restore service
Capt. Phillips Lord, affectionately
connection for the disabled veteran
known to all radio devotees as
if his case was so stated prior to
"Seth Parker." One can sympa
March 20. 1933; and provide govern
thize with Seth in his lifelong
ment
protection for dependent
ambition to make an adventure
widows and orphans of veterans.
cruise around the world. His crew
Increase Legion aid to needy
may shoot no elephants and cap- .
ture no whales, but it has the requi- JchUdren of veterans- whwhjtj^
necessitated by economy reductions
site gear stored beneath the
of benefits to veterans: ratify child
hatches of the schooner which
labor amendment in states where this
sails from Portland Dec. 5, and so
has not yet been done; promote
far as the voyage along the At
legislation, state and nationally, to
lantic Coast is concerned the radio
provide public health facilities, and
public is to be made acquainted
conduct educational campaigns con
with every interesting feature
cerning child welfare conditions,
through the medium of regular
broadcasts The radio world is facilities, mothers' aid and legal
sympathetically attuned to Seth adoption of minors.
Protect our schools from undue
Parker's quest and the Prigidaire
economy slashes, advance pabroadcast which is to carry the
triotlsm, character and health
details of it to the comers of the
students.
Conduct
among
globe.
youth activities including junior
baseball, Boy Scouting, C.MT.C,
Our nation may never have other
RO.T.C., National Boys' Week
use for its Navy than as a peace
junior rifle clubs and 4-H clubs
time proposition, but there is
Participate in community service
somehow a comforting thought
work. Sponsor reduction of im
that the Department is soon to add
migration quotes by 90' down
2500 enlisted men and 1.000 addi
to 10 per cent allowed undcr
tional Marines for services next
1924 laws. Urge federal laws ex
year. This augmented force is
cluding
alien communists, and
due, the officials state, to the re
expulsion of aliens who would
quirements of new vessels which
overthrow our government or
will be placed in commission. The
who are beholden to the Third
Navy's total strength with these
Nationale. Continue principle
additions made, will still fall con
that naturalized citizens must
siderably below the 100,000 mark
bear arms in defense of this
—an insignificant number in com
country
in an emergency. Op
parison with vast seas to be cov
pose recognition of corhmunist
ered and tremendous responsibili
soviet Russia.
ties to be met.
A law and order committee will be
The municipal campaign in appointed by the national organiza
Rockland is an exceptionally quiet tion to study the problem of crime,
one thus far, and happily devoid and devise plans for state and
of personalities, except as they are j national Legion organizations to
found via thc underground route, participate in curbing crime. Urge
The character of both candidates : laws to end sale of machine guns and
is above reproach.
Mr. Snow similar weapons except to military
comes from one of Rockland's old and law enforcement authorities.
Build up the navy from third place,
est and best known families, with
distinguished service on land and and the army from 17th place, to
sea; Mr Thurston is comparatively provisions of the London Treaty.
a newcomer in Rockland, but with Oppose cancellations of any or all
a record which requires no apolo war debts. Oppose the United States
gies. If there is any mud-slinging entering into thc League of Nations
to be done it will certainly not be or to adherence to the World Court,
sponsored by either of thc candi either with or without reservations.
Urge Boards of Review to make
dates for mayor.
complete and conscientious con
Al Jolson, who helped bring sideration of all facts and circum
the "talkies" to their present stances pertaining to every claim of
popularity, is now working on his disabled veterans.
last film production, and will no
Support the NRA in the present
longer bc identified with that form emergency and favor a sound Ameri
of entertainment. His cause is can dollar.
not generally known, but his form
Advocate a careful study by our
of reasoning is very convincing. government of the dangers of in
"I've still got a couple of million,” flation. •
says he, "and a wonderful wife.
Demand an equitable distribution
of the tax burden and the elimina
Except for Vermont all of thc tion of injustices brought about by
New England States show an in | tax exempt securities.
creased potato crop this year and
in this particular, at least, Maine
WITH THE BOWLERS
lives up to its State motto, for its
crop of 42,780,000 bushels is far in
Clerks 5, Kent's 0
excess of all the other New England
The Clerks made a clean sweep of
States
combined.
Numerical
i this game, winning by 74 pins and
leadership and quality leadership.
adding five pointe to their league
standing. Brault had high string
Here's hoping that when the
(122) and was far ahead of all com
oyster code is framed it will con
petitors for high total. The sum
tain a provision outlawing the
mary:
term "succulent bivalve," says the
Clerks — LeGage 253. Mouradian
editor of the Bangor Commercial.
263. Daniels 276. Brault.. 317. Stewart
Now what about the "succulent
265. total 1374.
clam?"
Kent's Service—Small 270. Thorn
ton 252, Sprowl 238. McKinney 289,
THE BEER REVENUE
Dummy 259, total 1308.
» * • 4
Fred D. Harvey, chief clerk of thc
Perry's Marketeers rolled up a 24state licensing board, said Tuesday
receipts from beer licenses and ex pin lead over the quintet from Sim's
cise tax stamps have netted the state Shop in last night's match 1312 to
$206,000 since beer became legal in 1288. Nate romped away with high
str ing and high total.
Maine, July 1.

ATTACKS PARTRIDGE

AS MR. GOSS SAW IT

STRAND THEATRE

ROCKLAND HIGH'S FINEST PRODUCTION

For her role in "I'm No Angel,"
shown tonight at 11 o'clock at
Visit To Russia — Dizzy
Working Great Devasta
NOVEMBER 23-14—HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
Strand Theatre, Mae West has to put
tion Among Game Birds
Ruble vs. Dizzy Dollar
Every Penny Toward the P. T. A. Milk Fund
her blonde head in a real lion’s
mouth. And Miss West wrote tlie
An epidemic of worms, such as
Belmont, Mass., Nov. 21
greatly depleted their numbers four Editor of Thc Courier Gazette:—
part for herself. She is the author only a memory in her own heart. I and she devotes herself to the sav'or five years ago. has again broken After reading the lecture on Russia of the sWry fr()m wh,ch tlw pJcture She tries to brush him from her con- ing of the two strange lovers.
'cut among partridges, Maine's prize <>[ the Rev. H. F. Huse of North
Saturday brings "Master of Men,"
game bird. Commissioner Stobie of Haven before the Baptist Men's was mad?' and aaalstcd wlth lhe d‘with Jack Holt and Fay Wray —adv.
the fish and game department says League, I thought perhaps you and rection. Cary Grant, who appeared
Reports from sportsmen and ward- others might be Interested ln some of with her in "Shc Done HimWrong,” j guch a romanrt a* was her son's j Hot mince pies, MaineMaid
for
vns, he said, are that many birds sho> the things I and my shipmates saw ls again se<,n in the leading role op- being shattered by a selfishmother. Thanksgiving
All dealers. 139-142
during the past open season were in- when we were in Russia last July
p0=ite M ic West
—————————
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Luf
i fccted with the nematode type worm
When Mr. Huse mentions the
, ’
kin burned midnight oil Tuesday
! "the correct name of which ls Ascar- hugeness of Russia as being three
P.lgrimage, t c new
x rama. j
night, intrigued by the fact that
idia Galli."
times as large as the United States he coming Friday is heralded as one of
they were getting numerous
I “In some sections of the state as puts it very mildly since there are the outstanding motion picture proamateur short wave stations in
many as 238 worms were found in one seven states in Russia and each one auctions of the season. The story of'
the white space.
bird More than 50 birds have been‘of them is larger than our United the'film is reported as one of the I
Many extraordinary, virtues have
[examined
by me and all contained States.
most unusual ever to be presented on
There is a Christian Science
been credited to tea. Salada Tea
worms except three.
Previous to visiting Russia I was the screen. It revolves around tlie
broadcast every Saturday morn
"There
was
an
abundance
of
birds
very
much
against
seeing
this
country
claims only this—that it provides
love of a mother for her son which
ing at 8 over W’LBZ.
during August and September but to- having any dealings with the Soviet becomes so tense that it tums into
the finest cup of pure refreshment
The
Knox
County Men's
ward the latter part of September Government.
Leningrad z is the i a burning hatred. It ls the story of
Chorus will broadcast from
it is possible to secure.
wi BO ou» P*BT
[ the birds started to die. especially in largest shipping port I found In , a mother who sends her son to war
W'LBZ Sunday at 230 p. m.
the counties of Oxford. Franklin northern Europe. I could count from , and death in order to keep him from
Somerset, Piscataquis, Penobscot and the deck of our ship 40 large steam,he g,r,
,oves she „ ,
A valuable contribution to the
Aroostook
MP* loading, loaded and waiting for phUosophlcaUy contont with the fact
evening news broadcast is the
"We have reason to believe that (bcrths to load, and there were many that thf gJrJ w,n not havf hfr J0n
one furnished by the Columbia
there will be an outbreak another more so far away that we could not (f )( dofj mfan that he must rema,„
News Broadcast over WABC
SJ4-A
year, despite thc fact that a de- count them. They were loading
each night except Sunday at
crease in the condition was noticed mostly pulpwood and lumber. There
10.30.
when cold weather set in this year." were acres and acres of pulpwood
Commissioner Stobie said the rea- stacked at the docks and trainloads '
GEORGE A. MILLER
son ftr the reappearance of the arriving day and night. When our
Word was received Tuesday of the worms is not definitely known but Is ports are open to Russia the pulp ,
death of George A. Miller, 73. at his supposed to be due primarily to the and lumber industry in this country '
home, in Lynn. Mass., where Mi- diet of the birds. “Some years there will find their markets glutted,
Miller had lived for about 35 years. is a great scarcity of certain kinds It was not so easy to gel into '
He had been ill with complications of grouse food, therefore bugs become Russia. On board our ship there (
for four months
the general diet while in other years were two professors and one young,
A native of Thomaston. Mr. Miller the diet consists of buds, berries and girl who were barred from landing,
was known in Bath, where for several other foods.”
The young lady was not allowed to
years he was employed in the Percy
"The department is greatly disturb- land as her name was Curtis. Thc
& Small shipyard. He was an expert ed over this condition and would ap- Saturday Evening Post had published
outboard joiner. Mr Miller married predate any information that will be ome article which the Soviets did
a Bath girl, the former Miss Emma ofvalue." the Commissioner said.
not like, and on account of her name
Hayes, who with Miss Grace Miller.
------------------she was not permitted to land.
of Thomaston, a sister, survives him
IS SALT NECESSARY?
you can not take any Russian
Miss Miller was ln Lynn at the time
Sait ln some form is absolutely es- money into Russia; neither can you
of her brother s death, having gone sentlal to human life. It ls possible take any out. You can use a camera
there to help care for him Funeral to livewithout actuc ily using salt in but you are obliged to leave the films,
FANCY LAMB LEGS,
lb 17c
services were held Tuesday afternoon fcod but ln such cases it is necessary there for them to develop. If they
SWEET JUICY
LAMB FORE QUARTERS, lb 09c
in Lynn. Bath Times.
to cat a large amount of food rich in meet with their approval they will
-----------------mineral elements. Primitive people return them to your address ln
LAMB CHOPS,
lb 19c
secured their salt from either "salt America Passport pictures have to I
licks'' of animals or sent expeditions be forwarded to Russia before one leaves America.
J to the sea and salt springs.
I am ln favor of treaty with Russia
lb 20c
VEAL STEAK,
FANCY GRAPEFRUIT, 5 for
as we are the only country which
lb
25c
STRING BEANS,
3 qts
VEAL
CHOPS,
has no treaty with them, but If they
TOKAY
GRAPES,
3 lbs
pay us with their dizzy ruble, as I
lb 12c
RUMP ROAST,
found it. it will be worse than our
Sale and De-rjonstration
*izzy dollar.
John L. Goss

JERRY OF JERICHO ROAD”

The Ascaridia Galli \\ orm Well Known Granite Man s

Salada Produces
No Miracles

'SALADA

(j

FOOD ATTRACTIONS

lb 15c

SLICED BACON,

FANCY LAMB

18c

FLORIDA 1
ORANGES

NATIVE VEAL

25c

Best “New Deal”
Weve Seen

-CORNED BEEF

COLBY COLLEGE NEWS
iBy John J. English)
Mrs. Franklin W Johnson, wife cf
President Johnson, held a dinner in
honor of the two recent brides of
professors at Colby College. Mrs. Ed
ward J Colgan, wife cf Prof Colgan
of the Psychology department and
Mrs Morton W Kelley, wife of the
instruc'or in the Chemistry depart
ment.
• • • •
It is with sadness that the college
I learns that Herbert Elijah Wads
worth is confined to his bed with ill- I
ness. His deep interest in the affairs
■ of the colic;-? Is shown by thc fact
that in 15 years of service as trus- I
tec his first absence from a meet
ing occurred during his recent ill- i
nets. Besides his work in Colby Mr.
Wadsworth has been a member ot
thc Maine Senate and a director in i
two Maine banks. He ls also presi
dent of the Maine Manufacturing
Association.
• • • •
Thc Concert Board announces
that thc plans for this year's con
cert series are nearing completion.
The first, in January, will te given by
Louise Baxter Colgan. bride of Prof.
Colgan. head cf the psychology de
partment.
• • • «

Same Lynn Burner

Same Guarantees

At These Amazingly Lou)
Prices—Installed

Lynn De Luxe' $39.50
Lynn Lypro $29.50
Lynn Junior $22.95
Take Advantage Now!
These prices cannot last! This is purely a tem
porary special offered by the factory until the na
tion s buying power is increased. Remember—This
offer is for a very brief time only.

A, C. MCLOON & CO.
BICKNELL BLOCK,

ROCKLAND, ME.

We are the only authorized Lynn dealer in Rock
land. You cannot buy a genuine Lynn elsewhere.

The Cabinet has started a move
which it hopes will bring the stu
dents into closer contact with thc
faculty. A tentative plan is to have
a professor meet with a group of
students thiee or four times a year
and discuss all matters of import
ance.
• • • •
William B Ellingwood spent the
1 weekend with his parents in Rockla^fl.
• • • •
Thc 41st year of football has Just
been completed. Seven men who were
' picked to fill varsity positions were
' completely lost, to the team by vari
ous accidents. The defence was
strong but thc offence was slow. It,
! was in thc backfield that most of the
men were lost Had this offence
been a little stronger there might
I have been a different story to tell.
However, several valuable men have
been found for next year. On the
All State team picked by the Water
ville Sentinel and the Colby Echo
1 two men from Colby made the first
team and three the second tcam.
The two men to make the first team
were Paul Stiegler, a right guard,
and Henry Davidson, a right end.
Both these men are seniors. This
number ls a little less than last year
j when Colby placed three men on this
I mythical team. Ralph Peabody an
I end, Lawrence Dow tackle and Arnold ,
| Peabody, a half back, were the men
I named for the second team

Maxwell House
COFFEE

lb 07c
lb 14c
lb 14c

MIDDLE RIB BEEF,
BONELESS BRISKET,
LEAN THICK RIB,

---- ROASTING BEEF----CHUCK ROAST,
lb
CHUCK SECOND CUTS,
lb
BONELESS POT ROAST,
lb
Boneless RIB OVEN ROAST lb
RUMP ROAST,
lb

10c
08c
13c
17c
15c

Coming Events
Cast Their Shadows!
LEAVE YOUR ORDER
FOR YOUR

RADISHES,
PIE PUMPKINS,

ITALIAN CHESTNUTS,
COMB HONEY,
SAGE CHEESE,
FANCY MUSHROOMS,
CLUSTER RAISINS,

MINCE MEAT

NOW

2—Number 1 Cans 21c
2—Number 2 Cans, 39c
2—Number 3 Cans, 49c

STEAKS

A SIZE FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS

ROUND STEAK,
BONELESS SIRLOIN,
RUMP STEAK,
CUBED STEAK,

lb
lb
lb
lb

ARMOUR’S STAR HAM,

lb 25c

18c
25c
25c
20c

------ 10c SPECIALS------STEWING BEEF
STEWING LAMB
HAMBURG STEAK
PIG’S LIVER
FRESH SPARERIBS
MEATY SOUP BONES

CRANBERRY SAUCE,

LB.
BOX

35c

2 TINS 29c

CRABMEAT
CHOCOLATE

RAISINS Seeded or Seedless, 3 pkg 20c
ARMOUR’S MILK,
3 tall cans 17c
OLD ENGLISH TOFFEE,
lb 29c
MORNING BRACER COFFEE lb 19c
JOHNSON BEANS,
quart 15c
FIG BARS,
2 lbs 23c
CITRON, LEMON PEEL, OR
ANGE PEEL,
lb 29c
CALIFORNIA PEA BEANS, qt 15c
“FOR BETTER CAKES"

SWANS DOWN

CAKE FLOUR
Package

2 ibs 25c

SAUSAGE PATTIES,

OCEAN SPRAY

10j
10c
17c
25c
29c
49c
29c

For Those Delicious Pies

We will have only high
quality birds at the
right price!

RIBBON CANDY,

3 bch
each
lb
each
lb
lb pkg
pkg

MAINE MAID

TURKEY

FANCY

29c

POUND

FANCY

LB.

PEANUT BUTTER,

JAR

FANCY

GRAPE JUICE,

American parked by
American labor

Baker's Premium

1-2 lb. Cake

21c

PT.

15c

BUY AMERICAN

29c

29c

TINS

49c

ST. JOHN ALEWIVES,

3 for 29c

FRESH COD STEAK,

2 Ibs 19c

SMELTS

TONGUES

(?£h?ujA Jlahkel
EVERYTHING TO EAT

OYSTERS

Every-Other-Day'
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TALK OF THE TOWN

ROCKLAND HIGH'S FINEST PRODUCTION

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

“JERRY OF JERICHO ROAD”

The annual meeting of the Rock
land Country Club has bcen post
poned to Dec. 1st.

Nov. 23-24 — Rockport — Play,' Heads
Up." at Town hall, auspices Epworth
NOVEMBER 23-24—HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
League.
Nov. 23-24—"Jerry of Jericho Road."
Every Penny Toward the P. T. A. Milk Fund
auspices Parent-Teacher Association at
R. H. S. auditorium.
Nov. 28 — Camden — Annual Donation
Party for Community Hospital.
Nov. 28—Thomaston—T. H. S, senior
One week to Thanksgiving. Will it
The Registration Board is in ses
play, "The Million Dollar Butler." at
Watts hall.
bc a gobble, a quack or a cluck?
sion. Register early and avoid the
Nov. 30—Thanksgiving Day.
_____
rush.
Nov. 30—Thanksgiving dance, benefit
“ *
Red Cross. Thorndike Hotel.
The American Legion Auxiliary will
Dec 1—Rubinstein Club guest evening. "The March of the MoSths."
have a Publlc suW*r Saturday at
Yesterday they were digging dande
Dec. 4—City election.
I Legion hall, from 5 to 7, with Mrs. lion greens on the playground—with
Dec. fr—Methodist fair.
, .
Dec. 6-8 — Thomaston — Methodist, Ann Snow in charge.
out a snow shovel.
Ladles Aid Christmas sale and supper
_____
Dec. 6 — Camden — Congregational
_
_
,
.
Ladles Society hold sale of fancy articles i Dana Cummings, Who teaches in
Nobody was heard to remark sor
atI>ce 7-fr^R. H. 8. senior play. "Climb-1 -he Bangor High School, is recover

Bradford F. Burgess has bought the
Caroline Watts house on Main street,
Thomaston, and will reside there.

The Penobscot River froze over
Monday night, and it was necessary
to break a channel for the freight
steamer Cornish.
Miss Helen Merry is employed at
the Chamber of Commerce office for
a few days in the absence of Lenore
W. Benner, secretary.

November COAT SALE
$19.50 Coats

$1550

For

Albert George Wahle, which ls the
ing Roses."
ing from injuries sustained while rowfully about thc disappearance of
Dec. 14—Monthly meeting of Baptist
. ,
high hat name for “Buddy" Wahle,
Men's League (Note change).
coaching football, the ligaments being Rockland's early snow.
Dec. 16—8t. John Baptist ChristmasI,
.__
the athletic grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
fair. Thomaston.
1torn from one of hls Ie?s
Tonight brings the 11 o’clock pres George E. McLaughlin, is dis
Dee. 19-21-Pruning and thinning;
______
demonstrations ln Knox and Lincoln
Christmas boxes will be packed at entation at Strand Theatre of Mae tinguishing himself this fall as right
$25.00 Coats
Counties.
Dec. 21 (4 40 p. m.)—Winter begins.
halfback cf the Flushing fL. I.) high
the meeting of the Browne Club to West in “I'm No Angel."
Dec. 25—Christmas Day
schcol.
morrow evening at the home of Mrs.
Jan. 1—New Year's Day.
Jan. fr—Naval Academy examinations
Mrs. G. W. Phillips ano son George
Frank
Ingraham.
Lindsey
street.
at Rockland postofllce.
Total receipts to date In the
Take Thanksgiving Donations, also are in Boston for a few days, during
WEATHER
,embroidery cloth, and go prepared which George will witness the Harv Thanksgiving dinner box of the Knox I
Yesterday's "sultry" spell was prob' to sew.
ard-Yale game.
County Community Center is only
ably the nearest approach to Indian
$8 62 which will not feed many of
Daniel McCormack of Ellsworth, the needy Checks for the work may
summer that this section will witness , The Sunday school class taught by
in 1933, and for the moment made Mrs E. F. Glover resumes its studies who was convicted a year ago of be sent to Bert Larcombe, P. O. Box '
$29.50 Coats
winter undies quite the reverse ol Sunday noon at her home on Clare- breaking, entering and larceny now 340. and return receipts will be |
popular. The rainstorm removed the mont street. The class, composed of seeks a pardon on the ground that mailed the donors.
last vestige of snow, and the peren women, is to study Dr. Harry Emerson he has been punished enough.
nial protest against dust may again Fosdick's book "Pilgrimage to Pales Knox County recalls McCormack as
Anderson Camp will have a getbe heard in the land. The barometer tine”. Women of the parish Inter a fugitive from its jail.
together meeting Saturday with supthis morning read 29 9 and rising, and ested ln this study are invited to at
------, per at 6.30 ( 35 cents). There will be
The Congregational church plans an entertainment in thc evening, and
the temperature in Boston was 38, tend. Take Bibles and pencils.
to send out its usual quota of Commander Cross is looking for a
with the prospect that it will be sev
$39.50-$45.00 Coats
Anderson Camp. Sons of Union Thanksgiving baskets. Those who large gathering and an interesting
eral degrees below freezing by night.
Wind, west to northwest, with in Veterans, is sponsoring a get-together wish to contribute money are asked to occasion. — Last night thc Camp
| of the other camps of this district at give same to Mrs. Kennedy Crane, [ Initiated three new members—Willis
creasing velocity.
Grand Army hall Saturday night. Mrs. John I. Snow, Mrs. G. A. Law Lufkin, Richard Lufkin and William
Mrs. Elizabeth Barton is to inspect' Many visitors are expected, and the rence, or Mrs> W. W. Spear, and
Payson.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps tonight j affair promises to be of unusual m- those planning to make pies or give
Circle super.
i terest. Supper at 6.30 will be fur- [vegetables, and other food stuffs, are
When Joseph Vasso took possession
| nished by the Auxiliary, members ol asked to have them at the vestry of Lendall Pendleton's radio set the
At this season of the year comes a which are invited as special guests, Tuesday morning.
other day he acted under the Impres
$49.50 Coats
very timely warning to young folkr
sion that he was merely taking securi
Beware of thin ice!
I Friends of Herbert H. Morton of The annual donation day for the ty for unpaid rent, and he was dis
------- 7 Vernon place. Portland, will be Home for Aged Women will tak® mayed to find himself in Municipal
“A Peach of a Family." the recently pained
]earn that he u
place next Tuesday. Open house will
CJourt on a larceny charge. He paid
presented comedy hit. Is to be re- gertoustrouWe with bte eyes. and that be kept and tea will bc served, the costs amounting to $8.34 and charged j
pea.ed Nov. 29, this time before con5tant treatment will be required members of the Board of Directors
it up to the profit and loss column
Wessaweskeag Grange in South at the Maine Eye and Ear Infirmary acting as hostesses as in previous
represented by four months' alleged
Thomaston.
for a long time. Mr. Morton has had ycars. Gifts of money, vegetables, unpaid rent.
preserves and Jellies, or any food_____
If you are observing perhaps yon numerous
*11 his "In$58.00 Coats
stuffs
will
be
gratefully
received.
county
Attorney
Burrows was the
ean tell offhand how many times the splration Baby" s°n&
«pecls
whether large or small, and put to 1 gu°st speaker at the Lions Club lunchMaine Central locomotive whistle £oon to make a contract' with Oregon
the best possible advantage, due to con yesterday, and gave some very
may be heard as it approaches Rock- Parties
thc thrifty managcmAit of Miss useful information regarding the
land at 9.45 p. m.
i courts, supplemented by some of the
Charter members' night will be Ernestine Getchell, matron.
observed
at
the
meeting
of
Golden
humorous anecdotes to which court
The University of Maine football
Miriam Rebekah Lodge met Tues,,
.
.. .,
„„
Rod Chapter tomorrow. Those need .
practice inevitably gives rise. The
team which made such a surprising
day evening, degrees being conferred
ing transportation may have same
.....
;open forum also proved interesting,
ly good showing against Yale this
upon Muss Virginia Piper. It was
T1
. ,
by calling Mrs. Helen Chapman, tel. ....
, ,
The Lions bowling team came in for
$69.50 Coats
fall, will not meet that, football team
the first work by the new degree
..
484. Supper at 6 will be followed by .
,
6
considerable razzing and was promptnext season. Dartmouth has re
the evening meeting. J. E. Stevens j staff and was done in a highly com- ly challenged by the Yanigans. rep.
placed it on the schedule, the game
mendable manner. A short enter- resented by Pa.chv
and Dr. Harry Richards will give
to take place in Hanover.
j tamment featured readings by Miss '
____________
addresses appropriate to the occasion,
Mattlene Rogers and a playlet by
SOUTH
WALDOBORO
Ladies' night saw a large attend- |and features In the entertainment
Misses Marion Weymouth and Annie
ance at'the Spanish Villa rink, in- *111 ** talks b>' Mrs Hester Chase
:Dean Circle supper was in charge
A. B. Little and Jane Millard cf
eluding not a few new recruits, and and Mrs. Hattie Davies.
of Mrs. Annie Aylward, Mrs. Ada : Bristol were Sufiday guests of Mr.
some who used to enjoy that fascl$79.00 Coats
A date to set down on your calendar Prescott, Mrs. Jennie Feyler. Mrs. I and Mrs. G. T. Palmer.
nating sport in other days. Mr. and;u for thc Nfw Ycar.s njght djnnei. Edith Richards and Mrs. Flora Post.
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Scofield and W
Mrs. Frank Allen led the grand dance at
Thorndike for the bene- jThe afternoon card party conducted '
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Genthner were
march A womans skating race L-’fJt o{ Knox Hospital. Mrs. F. A. by Mrs Belle Lewis was a successful !
guests Sunday evening of Mr. and
tonight s feature.
i Tirrell, as chairman, Mrs. E. K. Lelgh- 1 affair, and another cf these popular
and Thomas .A,'
jton assisting, is already setting parties Is scheduled for the first j| Creamer at Dutch Neck.
Arthur L. Rokes has moved across!
the activity in motion. In addition meeting in December.
Mr. and Mrs. Courtland Bracke '-t A,
.
..
..
. ... . . ’to the dinner and dance there will
In the Municipal Court this morn- I and family of New Harbor were 1
dence, the residence at 130 having,.
.
_
...
,
SATURDAY ONLY
’
j
_
he cards aRd many delightful suring was heard the case of George guests of Mrs. Isa Morton and Mrs 1
been leased by John M Pomeroy.
Agaln
Mr. Rokes, who is one of Rockland s
use of the hote] thu Ume oppn_ Kennedy, charged with assault on a Edna Turner Sunday.
original taxi-proprietors, is credited
Entitles you to a regular $1.00 package of
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Simmons ann sQ
Ing it throughout so that the affair nine-year-old Park street girl. The
with having added two very attra: may assume mammoth proportions. man was found guilty and held for family of Lewiston were callers on
ALMOND
I.EIOirS PERFUME
NESTLES
the February term of Superior Court j Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Fernald las',1JK
tive houses to that neighborhood.
Odors: Rose, Violet, Jasmine, Lily of the Valley,
PETER'S
!
in
the
sum
of
$1000.
Kennedy
was
'
we
ek.
j
Al Wilson and Harold Gray again
SEMI-SWEET, ETC.
If you must sing “The Last Round head the boxing program which will
Sweet Pea. On sale this week only.
arrested yesterday afternoon by
Delbert Winchenbach sold his car
up"—and almost everybody is doing be presented at the Legion smoker Patrolman McIntosh, who was for the
Three Cakes,
43c
to A j oenthner.
It — don’t say little "doggie” The next Tuesday night. Gray was moment without hls club or the other
Mr and Mrs j c pitcher and S'
SENTER CRANE COMPANY j®
SHNtA
word is do-gie. with a long “0” and knocked out in the last session in the paraphernalia which he always Mrs NetUe Drown
were guests o!
accent on the first syllable. This second round, but Insists that he was carries. Kennedy put up a very vlg- Mr and Mrs
pilcher ln New.
word was originally used in reference a victim of "lucky punches." Walter orous resistance at several places J ca£t,e last. Thursday,
to Texas "longhorn" cattle, but at th?. Reynolds of Rockland and Jack Fur- along the line of march, and the
ORFF’S CORNER
UNION
ary of $12,750. while his four assistant
TIIE POLITICAL PLUMS
Mr and Mrs E R Burns visited
present time is applied to any kind bush of Belfast will furnish the semi patrolman was obliged to call for
As a member of the cabinet Past- postmafrters general cach receives
their
daughter
Mrs.
Dan
Giroux
and
Mrs
Marjorie
Ralph
and
daughter
The
Senior
4-H
Clubs
will
hold
a
of cattle.
final. Furbush recently fought a draw assistance.
the IttHle newcomer, in Waterville Ev(i]yn arp spendtng the week In public supper at Odd Fellows hall master General Farley receives a sal $9,000 per year.
with Rookie Wright in one of the best
Occupying a prominent place in bouts Belfast ever saw. Other bouts j All roads tonight lead to the High ( Friday
Lynn, Mass., guests of Mrs. Ralph's Friday from 6 to 7 p.m , Baked beans
Miss Frances Crowell of the village
and escalloped dishes will be served.
the archives of Winslow-Holbrook will be: Blondie Martin of Union vs. School auditorium where the opersister Mrs. Meda Ralph.
Price 20 cents for adults 10 cents for
Past ls the citation received this Young Corcoran of Thomaston; Jetta “Jerry of Jericho Road" is to be was weekend guest at A. J. GenthJohn Sansom of Rockland is vis children.
week from the National' American Duffy McDonald of Searsport vs. 'put on by the Parent-Teacher As ! ner's.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Pitcher who iting at Lorenzo Achorn's before
American Legion Auxiliary will
ism Committee of the American Rookie Wright of Belfast; Frank sociation, for the milk fund. The
start their card parties Saturday
Legion. It is signed by National Larrabee vs. Kid Hastings, both of I entire cast is drawn from the High ' havc bp(,n *u’est« of Mrs- Nettle golng south for the winter.
Commander Louis Johnson and i« Rockland; Orrin Phelps of Rockland School with thc exception of a group Drown, returned Friday to Milton., Mr and Mrs Harold Ralph and evening at the Ix-gion rooms.
Ernest Cameron from Honolulu.
for “worth while and outstanding (vs. Battling Pine of Belfast. These of small children who make their Mass.
family are keeping house for Mrs.
Hawaii, spent last week at the home
Mrs. George T. Palmer and two I
service in its community during the shows are worth twice the money appearance to make the story comMarjorie Ralph during her absence. of his brother George Cameron. Mrs.
plete. This group will comprise children visited her father A. B Lit
period specified in the annual com asked.
This community was shocked on Irving Hinckley of Springfield. Mass.,
«
____
munity service and Post activity re
Emmy Lou Peaslee. Kent and Joyce
IR Bristol Tuesday.
Mrs.
Oliver
Brown
of
Bath
has
[
hearing
of the sudden death of Fred was also a guest. Both were called
The annual membership drive for Palmer, Melvin Leach, Philip Went
port."
ROCKLAND, MAINE
the American Legion Auxiliary closes worth, Doris Gatti, Elwood Hewett, i been guest of her daughter Mrs. Shuman. Mr. Shuman was well by thc illness of Mrs. James Cameron.
Mrs.
Charles
Lucas
is
recovering
Try Maine Maid Mince Meat for Nov. 25. Efforts are being made to meet Shirley Allen, James Wentworth. Austin Winchenbach a few days this kniwn and had many friends here
SMALL PIG PORK ROASTS.........................Ib .15
from her recent Illness.
Thanksgiving. Home made, delicious, the quota set for the Rockland unit. Eleanor Mattatall, Lolita Knight and week
The Harvest supper at the Com
139-142 There is the right to be an Auxiliary William Hanley. Miss Adelaide E
Mrs. Ida Winchenbach and daugh->
LAMB LEGS........................................................ lb .18
munity House Tuesday evening was
BOKN
------------------ member by the service of husband.
Cross, coaching, has whipped Into ter Gertrude have been visitors at
WOTTON—At New Harbor. Nov
. to
well
attended
notwithstanding
the
RIB CHOPS........................................................... lb .25
Turkey shoot Saturday. Nov. 25 at son or brother to his country in tim.; shape a show that far exceeds in the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Boggs
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wotton,
son.
Ramon Alfred.
weather was stormy.
Several from SNOWDEAL
Farwell Farm, Orff's Corner from I of war. Membership gives the privi- worth the small sum charged for, of thc village.
—At Rockland. Nov. 21. to
KIDNEY CHOPS................................................. lb .30
9 a. m. to 4 p m. Fine turkeys ax' lege of going forward with the men admission. Tickets are now on sale' Edward Genthner and Cyrus lout of town were present, especially
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Snowdeal, a son.
Marvin Richard.
FORWARD QUARTERS................................ lb .10
prizes—adv.
140-It of thc family as they carry into by students, each student selling 10 Delano shot a handsome fox Satur- nqted among them friends and
-----------------[peace time the service they rendered to receive a free ticket. Every effort day.
MARRIEH
former neighbors Mr. and Mrs.
If Boned ...................................................... lb .12
At East ll'iothbav,
A compensatory tax on refined ] during the war. As the World War is being made to keep expenses at [
Henry deRochemont and family of BARLOW-McKOWN
These are fancy lambs anil an itnu- ual price for best lambs
Nov. 17. by Rev. George Norton. Clin
ton H. Barlow of East Bootlihay and
sugar of 50c per 100 lbs. by Dec. I is passes further into history, the a low figure so that a goodly sum |
Bregenz
Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Mlsa Thelma McKown of Southport.
HOME MADE SAUSAGE................................lb .18
now anticipated. Buy your sugar to- women of America are recognizing may be realized for the milk fund.
Capital of Voralberg in Austria . .. Gregory also of that city. The quilt GROTTON-FALCONI At East Washing
day and save this tax, at Stover’s. more and more thc importance of Last year the P.T.A. spent more than [ Always looking west from the east- made and given by Mrs. Cora Boman
ton. Nov. 15. by Mrs Clara Overlook.
Elurlck H Orotton ol Washington and
25 lb. bags. $1.25; 100 lb. bags, $4 88} ■tneir connection with that great
Miss Eugenia Falconl ol Somerville.
$400 for milk for undernourished anti I ern shores of Lake Constance . . . attracted a great deal of admiration
10 lbs. for 49c. Pure lard, 8Hc lb., 20 struggle through the services of their
needy school children. The demand To the south the valley cf the Rhine both for its beauty and skill of workDIED
lbs. for $1.69. Stover’s Pnide Flour relatives and through their own
this winter will be greater than ever i ... To the east the mcun alns ... manshlp and the fact that Mrs. Bo- | MjLLer -At Lynn. Mass nov is. oeorge
We shall have another lot of Fancy Northern Turkeys.
(The Flour The Best Cooks Use), 98c; services. The women are recogniz
A. Miller, a native of Thomaston, aged
before. The operetta will also bc ; Tourists landing from Switzerland.1 man is an almost helpless invalid and
73
years.
The price will be low. Telephone your order now.
White Rose Flour, 87c; 5 tb. bags ing, too, that the war left many presented Friday night. There are [ via, St. Margarethen or from Ger- confined to a wheel chair.
MURPHY—At Rockland. Nov. 22. Marga
Stover's Pride Flour, 20c. Many other national and world problems unsolved no reserved seats.
ret A . widow of Levi Murphy, aged 01
There
has
been
no
Sunday
service
Also Native Capons, Ducks, Geese, Chickens, Fowl.
many, via Lindau ... 80 miles from
years. 4 months. 14 days. Funeral Sat
bargains this week at Stover's. Sto and that to aid in the solving of
urday at 2 o’clock.
Innsbruck . . . Since the days when for the past two weeks owing to ill
ver’s Cash Grain Stores, 86 Park St., these problems is a duty and a privi
WALDO COUNTY POTATOES........ bushel 1.00
GRANT—At Rockland. Nov. 21. Ernest
KNOX PROBATE COURT
the Romans called It Brigantium, ness of the pastor, Rev. E. R. Greene.
C. Grant, aged 74 years. 11 months. 1
Rockland. Phone 1200.
139-141
If you are having trouble with yonr potatoe-i try thesr,
lege of those who had the most vital
day. Funerai Friday at 2 o’clock.
The
services
are
very
much
missed
Inventories fikd? Ephraim B. men have come here for the flnthey are good.
connection
with
the
War.
and everyone hopes our pastor will
BOARD OF REGISTRATION
CARD OF THANKS
Thorndike,
Camden,
$14,079.59;
FosI
views
of
lake
and
mountains
.
.
.
Notice ls hereby given that thc Board J
,--------------------We wish to thank our many kind
soon be with us again.
We have everything to make your Thanksgiving
friends and neighbors for their kindness
€-Kl sXn s'treet'for ^‘^r^
We ar® exclusive agents for the de- tella E. Benner, Rockland, $2,515.27; 1 ^’*ne Pr°mcr.ades on the shore . . .
and sympathy during our recent bereave
Dinner a success
S' the8c?tvd ^ao^wM^I110101*3
home-made can- Margaret Brady, Thomaston, $2,288.05 Summer concerts, boating, yachting,
ment; also for thc many beautiful floral
tributes.
______________
j
center
for
mountain
tours
to
the
Nov. 22. 23. 24. 25. 27. 28. 29. and Deed dies. Carini's, opp. Strand Theatre.
Mrs. Oliver Demmlng, Mrs. Alice Rus
1 and 2 from 9 a m. to 1 p. m and from
Turn That Vacant Room
Buy pictures for Christmas, excep- Pfaender’s 3.485 feet . . . Tourists go
sell and family.
-adv.
3 p. m. to 5 p, m and from 7 p. m.
tional
values
at
Gregory's
Picture
I
by
cable
railway
to
the
hotel
on
its
!
Into
Cash
With
a
9 p. m. Standard Time. As the last thi
days of said session are for the purjs
“To Rent” Advertisement
We are taking orders for fancy Framing Shop, 406 Main street, over summit. ... In winter a full city
of verifying said lists and to complete
and close up the records of the session,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Crie
Hardware
Co.,
tel.
254.
Also
j
with
enthusiastic
visitors
busy
with
'
fresh
killed
Northern
turkeys
for
in The Courier-Gazette
no names will be added to or stricken
rnrmplpte
line
of
Swing
Frames
and
skiing,
bob-sleighing
and
other'
from said list' on said days.
Thanksgiving. J A. Jameson Co.

Women

and

$1950

Misses

$2350

$3450

$4250

$4950

When You Have Seen

These Beautiful Coats You

$58°o

Will Agree That They Are
The Very Finest Values

You Have Ever Seen In A

$65°°

November Sale

^-Pound Cake Chocolate

THIS COUPON AND 29c

15c

SALE

J. A. JAMESON CO.

About the Thanksgiving Dinner

READ THE ADS

By order of the Board of Registration
HKNRY M. de ROCHEMONT, Chairman. adv.
139-144

Mottoes — aetv.

*

i sports on the Pfaender.

Telephone 770

J. A. JAMESON CO.

Every-Other-Day
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LIBERTY

NEW HARBOR

VINALHAVEN

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE]

Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Gifford and
D. S. Walker of New York is at
At the close of the meeting oi
i
family
visited relatives in Round
home here for a short stay.
Marguerite Chapter, O.ES . chair- 1
I Pond Sunday.
Mrs. C. H. Bagley has returned man of the entertainment commit
Lawrence Stiller of Peinaquid
from a visit, with relatives in Rich ted. Mrs. Mary L. Arey. had arranged
j Falls recently returned from the
for the annual roll call and a large
mond.
Maine woods with an ll-jxiint buck.
Mr. and Mrs T. E. Rowell of number of members responded pre- Don’t experi
Mrs. Arietta Bailey who has been
Thomaston were visitors in town last senting the following program: Or:- ment with
i ill with quinsy sore throat is now
Thursday.
gin of lhe Order of Eastern Star, children's
colds... Treat
much improved.
Mrs. L. L. Oilman has employment Worth>' Matron E'^nor J. Gregory
them as your
The American Fish trucks were at
History
and
List,
of
Past
Matroi.s
in Portland.
own mother did —
; the Harbor Saturday awaiting a load and Past Patrons, given in rhyme externally. No dos
Mr and Mrs. William McGee of |
j of herring from Capt. Edw Ross,
by Past Matrons Hilma Webster. ing! Just rub throat
Houlton were in town recently.
Agnes Smalley and Beulah Drew, and chest with . . .
i Than Hanna is very ill. Mrs
The annual drive for membership
{ Courtland Brackett of Monhegan is j
reading of the record of the 25th
in the Red Cross will continue until
caring for him.
VICKS
Thanksgiving. Those who wish to anniversary. July 26.. 1919, of Mar▼ VapoRub
Fred Duplisey has shipped as cook
join. or donate, or both, are rechaPter b>’ Secretary Maryon the Willard-Daggett with Capt. ]
quested to communicate with the L Arey; Eastern Star Poem. Past
PROVED BY 2 GENERATIONS George Gilbert,
chairman. Mrs W E. Ordway, or the Matron Marie Teele; recitation.
Mrs. Ethel Brackett is driving a
secretary. Mrs. Olin Harriman. Mary's Lamb." Past Matron Cora
If throat is sore, crush and
brand new Nash car. She is plan
Peterson: original
poems, Past
Drink
full
glass
of
water.
One
half
of
the
joining
fee
and
all
MATINICUS
dissolve 3 Bayer Asoirin
Tike 2 Bayer Aspirin
ning to start soon for Florida for the |
Repeat treatment in 2
Tablets in a half glass of
Tablets.
of the donation is kepi, in the town Patron E A Smalley and Margaret
hours.
water and gargle accord
Coombs;
readings.
Worthy
Patror.
to help the needy. The remainder
Tlie Mission Boat Sunbeam was winter.
ing to directions in box.
Stanton McFarland. Elsie Loud.
gees to the National Red Cross. Curtis Webster. Chaplain Nellie Wil- I here over the weekend and Rev. O. J.
son.
Florence
Ouilford
and
Lillia.i
Gloria
Gilbert, Wilbur Loud and
Thus you arc helping the needy
Ouptill conducted services as usual.
Lawry; remarks by Past Patrons E
Paul
Chase
are among the little ones
Almost Instant Relief in This Way
when you join.
Miss Evelyn Ames and Mrs. A. M.
Miss Mildred Wellman, who has M Hall. L. E Williams and by Al Ripley are on a visit to Portland, afflicted with whooping cough.
Mrs. George Gilbert is ill with
The simple method pictured above the real BAYER Aspirin Tablets.
been seriously ill from pneumonia fred Lawry. Letters from a large Boston, Wollaston and other places.
grippe. Her daughter Mrs- Fred
They dissolve almost instantly.
is the way doctors throughout the
at the home of her sister Mrs. Allen number of out of town members
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Believe It. or not: A short time
And thus work almost instantly
world now treat colds.
Moody, is improving. Miss Georgia were read by Secretary Mary I, ago. a young man was perceived cn Huntley. R.N., has been caring for
17-To tie again
53-Unravel
1-Rents
It is recognized as the QUICK when you take them. And for a
Arey.
her and Mrs. Helen Stevens of Pema-1
18- To fasten a vessel
55- Feminine suffix
5-A fruit (pi.)
Blake of Belfast is caring for her.
(Fr.)
20-To address again
EST. safest, surest way to treat a gargle. Genuine BAYER Aspirin
9-Small rugs
Mrs. Mary Noyes left Monday for his way to the shore, pushing one quid Harbor is acting as house-I
The Farm Bureau was entertained
56- Conjunction
23-Those to whom
wheelbarrow and towing another. It
12- Lingers
Tablets dissolve so completely,
cold. Fof it will check an ordi
Nov. 15 by Mrs Ida Baker and Mrs. Providence where she will spend the is thought that he was on an expe keeper.
57- A sudden condition
another it
13- Near
they leave no irritating par
nary cold almost as fast as you
The last movie for the winter was,
calling for action
pecuniarily
15-Mending
Walter Ordway at the home of the winter months with her son Frca dition to salvage that piece of lead
ticles.
Get
a
box
of
12
caught it.
60- Half an em
indebted
18- Mother (Short)
Noyes and his family. Enroute she
enjoyed
by
a
fair
sized
crowd
at
the
latter.
Two
visitors
from
Burketttablets or bottle of 24 or
Ask your doctor about/^
pipe which was floating in the dock Surf Casino Saturday night.
25-A letter
61- Units
19- Heart
ville Farm Bureau. Mrs Ralph will visit relatives in Portland.
27-Comrade
62- Part of the foot
21- Directed
this. And when you
ira
at any
It
was
with
regret
that,
the
many
Mrs H W Mills of Farmington is
Earle Curtis of Bristol Mills is soon
30-One who rides
64- Resting places
Light and Mrs. Calderwood were
drug store.
22- Native of Scotland
buy, see that you get
Matinicus friends of Dr W. H. to move his family to the Edna
65- Title of former
32-Coln
24- Part of the foot
present.
Suggestions from "Hot. guest of her parents, Mr and Mrs.
Russian ruler (pi.) 37-Series
Hahn of Friendship heard of his ac Hanna house for the winter.
25- A naval officer
y*7
Burton
Vlnal.
Doai Not Harm the H»art
Dishes for Cold Days" were carried
38-Tardier
(abbr.)
cident. and his confinement in hos
• • • •
Mrs. Viola Poland of Loudville has
out on the menu, and at the business
VERTICAL
39-Artless
26- Strike gently
4O-Large deer
A few of tne younger set spent the pital in Portland. They are corre been spending several days with her ; 28- Fish eggs
meeting foods and their nutritive
1- An extended area of 41-Chafe
29- Sailors (Colloq.)
dav
Nov. 19 with George Newbert. it spondingly glad to learn of his daughter Mrs. Samuel Norton and
NORTH
HAVEN
WALDOBORO
value were discussed.
surface
43-Part of the face
31-lmitator
bring his birthday anniversary. In continued improvement, and hope family.
2- Part of verb "To be” 44-Plans
33- Disarranged
for
his
early
return
to
his
accus

Friends of John H. Miller are
Selectmen Leon Stone, Herman
:he company were Marilyn Carver,
Mrs. Elden Morton is at Pema- ■ 34- Augment
46-Greek god of war
3- Scarce
SOUTH W ARREN
pleased to see him recovering from Crockett and Lamar Lewis returned
48-Tore
4- Sainte (abbr.)
Ruth Carver. Albert Carver. Ji . tomed missions. He is needed.
quid Beach where she is assisting in 1 35- Pinch
36- Splendid ’
50-Canvas shelters
5- Kitehen utensil
tlie effects of a recent serious ac- from their business trip to Augusta
In a recent advertisement ln tins caring for two of her grandchildren
'
Frederick
and
Edith
Conway.
Din

52-Dlspatched
6- lncitee
Ciavton and Russell Fales were
41-Has been
cident
•
Tuesday morning on the Westport.
ner was served the menu including paper, a prominent shirt manufac who have been very ill with whoop
54- Crow old
43- American general In 7- Because
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morse have They left Monday morning by special weekend guests of their aunt Mrs.
8- Assert
55- Organs of eight
Civil War
a large decorated birthday cake uf turer states that “shirts are going ing cough and bronchial pneumonia.
been recent Portland visitors.
boat, and the trip from Rockland Geneva Thompson in Friendship.
58-Combining form.
10- Extend over
44- A foot-like organ
much higher." Have a heart Joe!
which
they
all
had
a
share.
A
pic

Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
H
Gifford.
Mr
Middle
They report
report aa Mrs.
Mary Ome has had a new
11- Pale
45- To make lace
Carl Oiidden of Boston has been was made by auto. They
Mis. Mary
ture
of
the-guests
was
taken
as
a
Thompson
and
M
F.
McFarland
Weston Ames has returned Jrom
59- Small bed
12- A town in Poland
47-Fatigue
visiting his father E. A. Oiidden. • 'successful trip. North Haven is as- Majestic radio installed at her home
61-On account (abbr
14-To blow a horn
49-Decay
memento of the day.
Rockland, where he has been receiv were in Rockland one day last week .
Miss Rosalind Kaler ts in Pinehurst sured of something in the Civil Works Several from this place attended
63-A continent (abb:*.
51-Young girl
16-Passageway
L. W Sanborn is confined to his ing medical treatment.
on business.
the
"Seth
Parker
night"
at
the
N. C where she will pass the winter. Appropriations of
the
Federal
|
home
with
a
fractured
ankle
His
C.
J.
Freeman
of
Thomaston
was
a
Capt. Bert Ripley is in Portland
Baptist church in Warren last week
(Solution to Previous Puzzle I
Allan F Hassner of Portland is Government.
son. Herbert Sanborn is substituting! for the purpose of matching his business caller in town last Thurs
Wednesday
evening.
Monday
morning
15
men
and
visiting his father, O. V. Hassner.
STONINGTON
PR
A surprise party descended upon at ’the bank.
H gW S HIE A HJ5
skill at the game of checkers with day.
Warren Weston Creamer has re Tuesday 20 men reported for work
A 'R 1 a L A N C E O L AlT E
Much
sympathy
is
expressed
for
Jesse Mills last Saturday evening at , Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter will that of other enthusiasts at the an
on
the
Widow's
Island
project,
which
turned from Boston.
Virginia Hutchinson is employed
|a[n T S
1 |NlS
Arnold Levensaler is employed in calls for $10000 to be expended, his home at Monument Square. A: confer the Most Excellent degree to- nual State championship tourna Mr. and Mrs. Perley Lane of Pema- at the home of Mrs. Estelle Nevells.
N G EL s
' u Cii
quid Beaoh in the loss of their fourment.
the postoffice, taking the position Vinalhaven men clso will have em the time of arrival of the company j night,
Mrs. Rose Gray of Deer Isle is
Mrs. Owen Roberts entertained
daughter
Mary
from
ION
S|C O I
Though rather late in the season, year-old
from which Floyd Benner has re ployment there. Parker Stone is Jesse was found to be spending the
employed caring for Miss Frances
|R,A G
I , A J
evening
at
a
neighboring
store,
and
the
Carver
Street
Bridge
Club
Tueswhooping
cough
and
pneumonia.
foreman of the job of demolition.
there are still some herring school
signed.
arc
Small, who fell recently and injured
a r i 11 I
Quite a group of folks gathered on
! ing around the island.
Mrs Jennie H. Linscott is in Need Hon. Bertram E. Smith of Port- ■on being telephoned for. appeared in daj- night.
her hip severely.
C.
L.
Boman.
G
E
Arey.
W
Adel

the
wharf
several
days
ago
when
the
E|s]S!E|Nlc|elsb s p E C D s
ham. Mass., to remain during the land, head of the Federal Game Com- n° hurry to reach home. But when
Now is the winter descending rapGeorge Coombs of Isle au Haut
mission for the N.E District was a he entered the house and saw it filled bert Smith and A. A. Peterson re ; idly upon us. In witness whereof: Consolidated Lobster Co.'s seaplane
□I
lA KOINjiO p E S
winter.
was a recent, visitor in town.
HA lG 1G 1e|d||d!r £ S s E R s
was in the harbor.
John H. Lovell was in Portland guest at Nebo Lodge over Sunday, in with his friends. Jess' usual ready turned Tuesday from Augusta.
The herd, flock, fleet, drove, pack,
U|R aLUeMp E
Herbert H Warren and family lelt
1 T c ri
Mrs. Carroll Oregory returned
The Monday night dances at the
Tuerday and Wednesday. He spoke connection with the Widow's Island tongue was silent, however he soon
swarm, convey, bevy, school, multiN O NE
c
Friday
by
auto
for
St.
Petersburg.
M
E
T
|T|l
rallied and became his same genial Monday from a visit with her brother
Red Men's hall are being well at
at a joint meeting of the Portland project.
E G N Aw
I tude. galaxy, or bunch of motor ve
Fla, where they will spend the win
Farmers Club, the Maine Pomological
Music by the orchestra last Sun- jfclf. Four tables of cards with other Arthur Chapman in Portland.
hicles of all descriptions, makes and tended.
ter.
Mr and Mrs. O V. Drew recently ; vintages, and in various stages of
Mrs M. F. McFarland who has
Society. Maine Dairy Association, day night, and also the singing by games and a merry flow of conSamuel W. Goss has closed his
TO SEE COMICAL BROWN
Maine Seed Improvement Association Phyllis Duncan and Marjorie Huse vereation formed the diversion of the entertained at a dinner party in decrepitude, which during the past been ill with quinsy sore throat and
store here and 1s now in Boston.
added
much
to
the
service,
and
was
evening
Sandwiches,
cake,
coffee
honor of the birthday anniversaries
grippe
is
out
again
after
being
con

and the Maine State Florists Show
summer have made life a gamble for
Mrs. Sylvia Orindle has been pass How Onp St. Ceorge Boy Earned the
Next Sunday and apples were served. Among those of Mrs E. A Smalley and Mr. Drew
Wednesday evening at the Eastland greatly appreciated
the unwary pedestrian, are gradually fined to the house the past three ing a few weeks with her daughter
Price—Remembering a Song
night
the
conference
delegation
will
P
re
^
r
*t
"ere
Mr
and
Mrs.
Kenneth
Mrs Frank Haskell was hostess to disppearlng from the roads, and si weeks.
Hotel. Mr. Lovell, who is interna
Mrs. Theodore Davis in Rockland.
tell
of
their
trip
to
Auburn-Lewiston.
Fa!es
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseoh
Stickney.
the
Pals
Wednesday
evening
tionally known as a botanist and
Congratulations are extended to
lently (?) stealing away. An in
Mrs. Annie Barter is visiting he.' Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
apiarian, chose for his subject. "The Friday. Saturday and Sunday. Boys Mr. ana Mrs. C. J Copeland. Mr and
Work was started Tuesday at vestigation by the "wondering re Mr and Mrs. Harold Wot ton on thc
sisters Mrs. Susie Deneen of Quincv
Mrs.
Charles
Maxey.
Mr.
and
Mrs
I was thinking cf what Elmer said
returning
Monday
afternoon
were
Marvel of Pollination,” giving an
Widow's Island, on razing the t.hree- porter" discloses that they will hi birth of a son. Ramon Alfred, weight
Mass, and Mrs. Lida Wicks of Provi ibout Comical Brown coming for an
Arthur Calderwood. Milton Beverage. O A. Copeland. Mr and Mrs. A. R story $35,000 brick structure, erected
Illustrated lecture.
bernate in various places, from the 10’j pounds.
dence.
jvening. What fun for the kids, but
Wiwuma Chapter, OES, was in Jasper Beverage and Clifford Par , Jcrdan. Mr. ar.d Mrs. Fred Femald. there nearly half a century ago. as cellar to
Mr. and Mrs. Walter McFarland
attic, and
wt;1
Helen W. Eaton is visiting her sis how to get a quarter? Cousin Will
spected Tuesday evening by D.D.G.M sons. Also Vernon Beverage who ac Rose Mai shall. Elizabeth Mills. Doris ia hospital for contagious cases. The
undoubtedly roost in the orchard. and children were in Waldoboro Sat ter Mrs. Muriel Parkhurst in .Unity. says to me, "I know how we can gc ;
Hyler. Mrs. Mina Rines and the host
Angie Dodge of Boothbay Harbor, companied the boys as leader
demolition of the building will oc It is rumored that one or two of urday. Iva McFarland is having
James J McGuire and daughter he money, by picking up old iron
legmen don't seem to be worrying and hostess. Midnight found them cupy two or three months and will
and Fond Du Lac Chapter of Wash
them will be retired on half pay. If dental work done at Dr. Ashworth's Virginia have Returned to their horn** and bones and sell them to Uncle
ington and Lake View Chapter of about their winter's supply this year. a" enroute for home with memories give employment to a crew composed
age and service count for anything,
in New Rochelle, N. Y.
If only one had a horse and sleigh of a very Peasant time for everyone
A~a Black—he will buy them." So
Jefferson as guests Supper was served
mainly of local labor, shared with this is probably true. It is also a
EAST BOOTHBAY
George Eaton and Benjamin Will started out the next, morning
at 6:30 with Mrs. Walter Kaler, what snow-roads for Jingling sleigh
Ncrth Haven. Men employed there facts that at least one of them is
Carter left Friday by auto for Unity over to the railway. Looking around
EAST UNION
chairman, and a competent commit bells around the island!
The Junior Guild members mei
from this town include Everett urgently in need of reshingling One
and other places in that vicinity.
Ned
Dyer
and
Mrs.
Dyer
were
thought he would go up to P P Robtee. A pleasing program in charge
Libby. Vaughn Johnson. Ralph or two "old faithfuls" will carry on. with Mrs. Freeman Dodge Monday
Howard Smith is moving his fami .nson's blacksmith shop. When he
Community Club met with Mrsof Mrs. 8. H. Weston followed the Rockland visitors Monday.
to make plans for the Father and !
ly into the Joshua Maxwell house.
There was a meeting of the Guild Jennie Payson Wednesday afternoon. Doughty. L?w Knowrtcn. Harold chomp;ng the roads, and performing
went in. Pat, as thev all called him,
inspection. Musical numbers were
Barton. Lyford Warren. Leland War their necessary duties, regardless Son banquet to be held in the M. E.
contributed by Rev. A. O. Davis, and Tuesday with good attendance,
Miss Maiguerite Lincoln of Wash ren and Ervin Robinson. A bird
cut off an inch bolts red hot. Will
vestry
Friday
evening.
About the first of May. perhaps, the
WEST WALDOBORO
a sketch entitled. “Her Day of Rest" j A dance u announced for Thanks- ington was a weekend guest at the
picked it up. but could not drop it
Congratulations are extended to
sanctuary is to be erected on the site. others will begin to emerge from
presented with several members tak- giving night at Union hall under home of Mr. and Mrs. George Payfor some time. When he did he had
the
newlyweds,
Clinton
H.
Barlow.;
Mr
and
Mrs
p^ion
vannah
of
The
Girl
Scou
’
-s
will
have
a
supper
their torpor, until " Tong about kneeing part. The cast included Mrs. auspiqes of the Grange.
sen.
ome hand, what was left, poor boyson
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harvey
Barlow
gouth
Waldoboro
were
Sunday
In Union Church vestry tonight.
deep in June." the whole galaxy will
Esther Shorey. Mrs. Margaret Bond.
Last Sunday was one of Novem
He
felt bad. so did I, but we got the
Mrs Elia A»r and son C. Me- again have taken possession of tiic of this town, and Thelma McKown. gufsts 0( Mr and Mrs. Clifford
MEDOMAK
Mrs Rena Crowell, Mrs. Ida Stahl.
price of the show just the same.
ber's most beautiful days, and the servey F Ames spent the weekend
daughter
of
Wadsworth
McKown
oi
winchenbach.
roads, and it will behoove the pedes
Capt. and Mrs. Fred L. Maloney of children of this place took pleasure
Mrs. Madeline Kane, Mrs. Sarah
O for the days when we were
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield of
in Rockland.
trian to proceed with caution—with Southport who were married Nov. 17
Stafford and Miss Betty Weston. Cushing have been visiting their in making their usual trip to Sunday
young!
Comical Brown was good at
Worcester spent the weekend with
Union Church choir rehearsal will one ear to the ground, and one eye by Rev. Oecrge Norton.
The audience was very appreciative daughter Mrs. Clifford Shuman.
school at Union, where they have a
the business in the e davs. I re
Mrs.
Emma
Gray,
mother
of
Ken

Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Kulm
be
held
tonight.
Thursday,
at
the
to the background. A most uncom
Mrs. Myrtie Collamore spent last large school at the M. E. Church.
and the players were continuously
Congratulations are extended to member partly what he sang that
home of Mrs. Almond Miller.
fortable position, if you see what I neth Oray celebrated her 70th birth
greeted by laughter and applause week with her aunt Mrs. Roscoe
Mr and Mrs Carl Merrifield en
Mr
and Mrs. Percy Frencn i Marjorie night. ' It sounded gcod to all the
day
last
Thursday.
mean. Oh. well, what of it?
Collamore
during the amusing sketch.
tertained at a card party recently,
Mrs.
Natalie
Erskine
spent
a
part
>
Johannesom
who were married Nov. crowd and thev seemed to enjoy
Next
Sunday
night
there
will
be
a
The elderly ladies have got their
Mrs. Astor Willey spent a few
Mrs. Robert Mitchell and Miss
every minute. It ran about like
Mr. and Mrs. John Pushaw. Mr. and
of last, week with her parents Mr.' 9.
Dorothy Lovejoy gave a surprise days last week with her sister Mrs Mrs. Willard Wellman and daughter Thanksgiving program at the Latter patchwork out. Another sign of ap
this:
and
Mrs.
Byron
Brewer.
I
Miss
Althea
Kaler
spent
the
Day Saints Church. Mrs. Elizobetn proaching winter.
party for Mr. and Mrs. Charles | Clarence Eugley in Waldoboro.
I am a Jol'y olrt fitter of nlnetv-four.
Helen, Lucretia Pushaw and C. E.
Miss Mildred Maloney. Miss Ingred weekend in Boston.
Barton will be reader for the tab
Gay as a lark in the morning sky.
The Red Cross needs you—and yon
Miss Thelma Simmons was taken
Robertson at the home of Mrs.
Wellman.
I
c-n eat my rations and call for more.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Walter
and
Le Grow. Mrs. D. J. Maloney and
leau pageant and H. A Townsend need the Red Cross. Sign up!
Mitchell Monday evening. The time j I®8* Thursday to Knox Hospital at
With a Jolly old pipe and a glass of old
Owing to the Illness of the teacher
two
daughters
of
North
Waldoboro
rye
daughter
Gertrude,
and
grandson
has charge of the program entitled
Cael
was pleasantly passed at cards and Rockland where she underwent an
woman she's Jealous—It's nothing
Mrs. Myrtle Messer there has been
were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs My oldbut
Bernard
and
friend
Charles
Welsh
human.
"A
Year
in
Old
Plymouth."
refreshments were served.
The operation for acute appendicitis.
For
she
has good reasons her temper to
no school at this place since Nov. 13.
Chester
Winchenbach.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sullivan of
D.D.G.M. Maurice Leadbetter in tained while in town by Mrs. Nellie all of Portland, have been recent
rile.
Robertsons.
who were recently
Mr. and Mrs. C. M Payson recent
Byron Mills and Jack Johannesor. Whenever I meet a good looking young
guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
married, were the recipients of lovely Maynard. Mass., spent the weekend ly entertained Mr. and Mrs George stalled officers in Star of Hope Lodge, Wilson
woman
each shot a deer last week.
Charles
Van
Horn.
She's genefally struck on my beauty and
with
Mrs
Sullivan's
mother,
Mrs.
Dr.
Bickford
of
Rockland
arrived
I.O.O.F,
Monday
night,
assisted
by
gifts. The guests were Mr. and Mrs.
style.
Davis and daughter .Marjorie. A|
Miss Janice Mank has returned
Frank Lowe and Adelbert Van
Hvty tlty. fllpertv Hop,
W. J. Billings, marshal. The of Monday for a few days stay in
Roland Burnes. Miss Cora Hoak. Arville Martin
home
from
Lisbon
Falls.
pleasing feature of the evening was
1
never
expect to be young any more,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hansen of Cam
ficers: Noble grand, Harry Wllsotj; town He is located at Dr. Shield’s Horn motored to Monroe last Thurs
James Waltz. Francis Reed and Mr.
T'rul nrel hlDty hop.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Waltz,
son
card
playing,
and
refreshments
were
I
’
m
a
Jolly
old critter of ninety-four.
day taking Kenneth Jewett, to his
den were gu«ts of her parents, Mr.
anc! Mrs Robertson.
vice grand, C. M. F. Ames; recording office.
Donald and Miss Esther Aulis were
also
enjoyed.
Novus Homo.
home
to
spend
the
remainder
of
the
and Mrs. M. L. Shuman last Satur
secretary. C L. Boman; financial
Rockland visitors Saturday.
U. S. Wincapaw has employment
Port
Clyde.
day
winter.
secretary.
S.
A.
Ames;
treasurer.
nil WORLD'S POPULATION
Miss Rosalind Kaler is in South
TRY THIS
_____
I Mrs. Evie Studley attended a meet- building a new house in Warren near Melville Smith; warden. James Cald
The Monday Club met with Mrs.
Carolina and has employment there
(QUICK SAFE WAY
Pleasantville.
Thanksgiving and hot mince pies.
George
Hodgdon
this
week
An estimate of the International I*1®
W.C.T.U. at Waldoboro
erwood; conductor. Alfred Headley;
Mrs. Chester Winchenbach was i Try Maine Maid Mince Meat. 139-142
TO RELIEVE
Miss Lucretia Pushaw is caring for
Douglas Blake is clerking at the
Statistical Institute of the League of lasf week.
right supporter noble grand. Andy
Rockland visitor last week Tuesday.
,ITCHING SKIN
Nations placed it at a little more than I Mr- and Mrs Calvin Simmons of Mrs. Frank Goff in Union, and Johnson; left supporter noble grand,
Nation Wide Store in the absence of
Mrs. Eldora Gross of Gross Neck
motfner
and
child
are
both
doing
two billions in 1930 They calculate iPort Clyde were in town last MonEllsworth Leeman who is’ on a hunt spent Friday with Mrs. John Jo
Arthur Pears; RSS. Benjamin
Whether it is the re
well.
an annual increase of about 30 mil-;day after Mrs. Simmons’ father
sult of stubborn ec
ing trip.
Patrick; L.S.S, Maurice Calderwood;
hanneson.
Mr. and Mrs. W E Dornan. J. L.
zema, some acid or
lions, which would make the present
w- Prior, who returned with them
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Barlow are
outside guardian, Herbert Calde--Mr and Mrs. Herbert Light of
similaraggravatinp se
Osteopathic Physician
Dornan.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Dornan
of
estimated total about 2,100.000.000 for a visit.
on a short wedding trip visiting North Waldoboro were visitors at
wood; inside guardian, Harry Young;
cretion,or just a minor
people.
John Whitmore has closed his Thomaston made an auto trip to chaplain, W. J. Billings; right, sup78
SUMMER
ST..
ROC KLAND
rash, apply Resinol
friends and relatives in different sec Hudson Eugley's Sunday.
Ointment to the itch
TEL.
136
summer home and will spend the Milton. N. H , where they were week I porter vice grand. Thomas Baum:
tions of the stato.
Miss Frances Jordan who has em
ing spots and see how
winter with Mr. and Mrs. Freeman end guests of the Bailey family who 1 left supporter vice grand, Alex
quickly the discom
127’129tf
Albert Barlow and Miss Hilde- ployment in Rockport spent Sunday
A
\
have Just taken up residence and
Collamore
fort is relieved.
garde Rogers, teachers at Oakland, at Elmer Hahn's.
‘ Christie. At the close of the cere
Use Resinol freely any
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Simmons business in New Hampshire. Woburn.
FI 'll E young wospent the weekend at thc home ot his Miss Gloria Oross spent Sunday
monies refreshments were served.
f’ where on the body—no
-I man who suffers of Friendship visited Mr. and Mrs. Mass, having been their former
parts are too tender, no
parents Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Bar- with Mrs. Perley Oenthner at Broad
Mrs.
Harry
Wilson
will
entertain
from monthly Frank Collamore last Friday.
surface too irritated to re
home.
low.
Cove.
the Weary Club tonight.
pains, the expec
ceive its soothing medica
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Howard of Rock
A large company went from this
tion. Ask your druggist
tant mother who
XJ
Fir Tip Troop, No. 2. held their
Tuesday night at. the G.A.Etoday
for
Resinol
Oint

has nausea .and place Saturday evening to attend a land were visitors Sunday at the
meeting last Thursday evening at firemen in saving Hodgdon’s boat
ment and Soap.
rooms
there
was
inspection
of
Laf

FUNERALS
other disagreeable whist party at the home of Mrs. home of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Payson.
the home of Sally Luke.
ayette Carver Relief Corps when
'symptoms, or the
shop, the Nation Wide Store and sev
Fred
Hansen
in
Camden.
woman who suffers
Crescent Chapter, O.ES, held eral homes.
State President Millie Thomas of
VINAWIAVEN St ROCKLAND
ASK YOUIt DRUGGIST FOR
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Collamore and
from c at a r r h a 1
Its
annual Inspection of officers
Rockland
and
State
Inspecting
Of

Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
______ _ _______ take Dr. Piero
I ,
NU-VI-TA HERB & IRON TONIC
STEAMBOAT CO.
John Whitmore were Damariscotta
Prescription. Mrs. Mary Reading
served the families of Knox County
Nov. 22.
ficer Elizabeth Barton of Rockland
I. It cleanses the system.
St, Dunkirk, N. Y, says: "I teiinel tl t
Why
suffer
tortures
from
Rheuma

Steamer leaves Swans Island at 5.30
visitors Friday.
2 It purities the blood.
LADY ATTENDANT
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
1 I
Ronald Brewer is suffering from tism, Sciatica, Neuritis. Muscular
were present. Preceding t.he cere a. m.. Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25,
for nervous and weak women I soon I
■
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
Ira Simmons and son Lester were 3. It Improves the appetite.
Day Telephone 450—781-1
Vinalhaven
8.15; due to arrive at Rock-1 severe burns on his hands which he
4
It
aids
Digestion.
after taking a few bottles, that I had
■ 1
METHYL BALM
monies
a
supper
was
served
by
the
land about 9.30. Returning — leaves
,
in Rockland Sunday to see his 5. It tones up the system.
ii, propel tonic, for nrv nt
will bring almost instant relief?
It regulates thc bowels, and helps to committee, Mrs. Jennie Patterson, Rockland at 1.30 p. m.. vinalhaven 2.45, received at the recent fire here when
and 1 grew stronger. Also th'- ‘Favoiile I
BURPEE’S
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
daughter Thelma who is recovering 6. correct
North Haven 3.30, Stonington 4 40; due n nn„nrna
Constipation.
acription’ did wonders for tdp when the L.thy
73
ST.,
ROCKLAND
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mrs. George Swears. Mrs. Ambrose to arrive at Swan's Island about 6 p. m a 8araS'e» one t*rUCk and a car were sentPARK
came." Sold by druggists everywhere.
Post Paid on receipt of price
from her recent appendicitis opera 7. It is guaranteed safe and reliable.
bjs. rtinson
destroyed. Much credit is due thc
Fieedman Medirlne Co.. Stonington, pie, , petcrson
Write to Dr. Pierce'* Clinic, Buffalo,
50 cents
18-Th-tf
The visitors were enter- 117-tf
Oeneral Agent.
tion at Knox Hospital.

How to Stop a Cold
Quick as You Caught It

YOUNG
MOTHERS

EDWIN L. SCARLOTT

Why Fear Motherhood ?

COMPLETE

TMtiMRATE^OSI

N. Y_ for free medical od’iee.
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contest are: Mrs. Emma Simmons,
FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Irvin Fugley, Mrs. (ieorgia
Brownell, Hope; Mrs. Ida L. Shea
Harold Winchenpaw made a short
and Mrs. Anna M. Soule, Montsweag;
visit with his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Vesta Meserve and Mrs. June
Ray Winchenpaw last, week enroute
Sargent, Dresden, and Mrs. A.
Don’t expect neuritis or rheumatic pain* through Maine on a business trip.
to give you notice of their coming, or to
I. Ooss, Union. The judges were
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Davis of Mon
K**t ' rid of them
by
using ordinary
Miss Ruth Clark, 4 H club agent. medicine*.
hegan spent the weekend with Mr.
Hundreds of folks hereabouts, enpceially
Miss Relief Nichols,
Rockland, the older folks, will tell you that when
and Mrs. Fred Young.
A LIQUID LAXATIVE
limbs or joints begin to throb and
Euglish teacher and Mrs. N. B. Hop- your
jump like an aching tooth, the best thing
Agricultural
Mr. and Mrs Wilbur A. Morse,
WMk w,8 ,nad® out- and “ meetings >ons, Camden, county foods leader
to do i* apply Johnson's Anodyne Lini
ment as often as possible. Rub on gestly,
The first community meeting will were planned for the year,
BEST FOR CHILDREN
The gardens were scored last night or saturate an old cloth and bind lightly. Miss Eda Lawry and Ellis Lawry mo
You’ll soon have grateful warmth and
tored to Portland Friday.
be heli Dec. 6 at Orff's Corner
e and the three ^winning reports and comfort.
Programs of work have been
A liberal bottle of Johnson’s Anodyne
Miss Alma Johnson who is in Port
Community hall. All meetings will cfjved (rom the Sunny Side Up 4-H essays were sent in to Orono.
Liniment costs only 86< at drug and
grocery stores, or you can get three time*
land
at present, spent last Thursday
There
are
375
men
and
women
start at 10 a. m. with a discussion of of Waldoboro and the Ambitious
much for only 60#. Roth will kill your
enrolled in this contest In Maine. ) as
pain just as they have done for thousands : night, at her honie here with Mrs. I
Maids of Union up to Monday Nov.
taxes.
u
since 1H10, when a wise old doctor wrote
(For three reasons explained helou>)
Seven judges are offered by the j hia prescription for Johnson's Anodyne W. H. Hahn.
20. All programs of work must be
Maine Farm Bureau Federation. To Liniment.
Mrs.
W.
A
Morse
delightfully
en'
Community planning meetings of received by Ruth M. Clark, county the one receiving the highest score .
tertained 25 members of the Baptist
club agent, before June 1st, 1934.
UNION
the Extension Service start next
in the State $15 two receiving second
Circle last Thursday at her home
Plan for at least 12 meetings before
I
_____
month This program will be pre- county contest. a demonstration. highest score $10, each, and to the j The Methodist Ladies Aid held 1 at the Harbor The usual business
one week—stop. You’ll be
Did you know a laxative that Mothers are rapidly discover
sented to the people, and work ar- must be included within the year's four receiving the third highest ! another all-day meeting Friday to was transacted and fruit Jello,
score $5. each.
surprised how long it will be
ing
the
advantage
of
the
liquid
works
just
right
for
you,
can
whipped
cream,
cake
and
lea
were
Tamged for the coming year; Poultry work Program outlines are being
| sew for poor families. After a bounbefore the bowels need any
form.
Thousands
of
cases
of
There have been 4162 Extension
work
havoc
with
a
child?
Meetings, Tax Meetings, Running forwarded to all local leaders.
i tiful dinner a business session fol- served.
further help. It may be months.
ill-health—and half-health—in
recipes used at home this year.
That
the
laxative
habit
can
Dr. William H. Hahn is gaining
; lowed and it was voted to meet at
Water for Farm and Home, Septic
children
are
being
cleared-up
Vegetables
for
health
recipes
have
Secretary's reports have been re
be contracted at the age of six?
Be sure you get the real
1 the home of Bertha Bryant Nov. 28 rapidly at the Stat? Street Hospital.
Tank Demonstrations, Better Qual
by stopping all use of laxa California Syrup of Figs, with
ceived from 12 clubs. Sunny Side Up been popular; 922 of these were used; i to pack baskets for the sick and Portland, where he has been conAnd that the wrong laxa
ity Roughage Demonstrations, Pas
tives of adult strength.
4-H of Waldoboro reported eight 518 cake makin8 recipes were used
“California” on the label. If
tive can give children chronic
I shut-ins. If any one feels like senu- , lined since his automobile accident
ture Improvement Demonstrations.
meetings as it started its club year Burkettville women report using the 1 ing in a little gift of fruit, cak".
you get the right preparation,
constipation
before
their
tenth
Give
Them
a
Chance!
Better Home Grounds, Farm Woodtwo weeks ago. He was able to sit
birthday?
and use it the right way, you
in September. Nobleboro Sunshiney most recipes, 894 Mrs. Mattie Light
lot Improvement
Demonstrations.
cookies, Jellies, candy, or money to up Sunday for a short time.
is
thc
foods
leader
in
this
community.
The preparation most can absolutely end all worry
Seven 4-H has reported five meet
You
wouldn
’
t
give
your
Apple Tree Pruning Demonstrations,
help buy little dainties from the
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Giroux
over constant sluggish sjiells,
ings. Two meetings have been held
children a powerful headache favored for child use is Cali
Apple Fruit Fly Campaign, Blueber
Now is the time to start the new ! stores, it will be very gratefully re- 'Myrtle Burns) of Waterville are
by the Golden Rule Girls of Hope.
lewder! You shouldn’t give fornia Syrup of Figs. It is a bilious attacks, constipation.
ry Dust .Service, Orchard Spray
year right by serving a square meal i ceived. and be used to cheer some receiving congratulations on the
fruity syrup with the right
them a violent cathartic.
Tick Tock Toilers. Merry Maids and
All druggists keep California
Service, Accredited Flocks, Increase
birth of a daughter. Patricia Ann.
for health at the planning meeting. lonely heart.
amount of senna for gentle
Helpful Handy Home Hustlers of
Your Income with Poultry, Pedi
Parents Aroused At Last!
During the morning assembly at
stimulation of a child’s bowels. Synip of Figs, ready for use.
Tuesday, Nov. 14. marked thc 90th
These meetings start Dec. 6 with
South Bristol. Work and Win boys
It is highly recommended for
greed Poultry Breeding Work.
It gives the right kind of help.
' birthday anniversary of Mrs. Mary the Village School Nov. 17 a spelling
Doctors urge the use of a
and Happy Home Handy Helpers of
regulating children, and to
match was held, in which each grade
n.
liquid laxative for children;
If the bowels aren’t moving
Damariscotta.
One............
meeting uhas rules for the 1934 “Square Meals for Brown. Aunt Mary, as she is af
undo the mischief done by
Ninety-six poultry accounts have been reported from the Ambitious Health" contest,, Dec 1 to Sept. 30: fectionately known to all her friends from two to ten was represented oy ,
preferably one with senna. A regularly and thoroughly,
habit-forming laxatives.
I was well remembered with gifts, 'wo contestants. The winnners were:
liquid laxative can be regu don’t give any medicine that
been started by poultrymen in the Maids and Seven Tree Boys of
lated as to dose. The natural drains the system dry. Give a
cards, letters, flowers, jellies, etc., Pi.scilla Wotton. grade one; Ken
The Rules
two counties. Thc 1933 accounts Union, Abnakis 4-H of Tenant's
laxative action of senna does liquid senna preparation like
neth
Cushman,
grade
three:
Ethei
' All meals in the contest, in order and a very attractlve birthday cake
arc now being closed and the fol Hhrbor. Merry Workers of Damari
not weaken the bowels.
California Syrup of Figs. A
Stebbins,
grade
four;
Francis
Burns,
i
from
Mrs.
Eugene
Calderwood.
AI
lowing have been sent in to be sum scotta Mills and the Twin Village 4-H to count, must be approved by the though the weather was very unfav grade one; Aato Autio. grade six;
Druggists report increasing little every day, and reduce the
marized : Mrs. Charles Hendrickson club °‘ Daniariscotta.
community food project leader. In orable several neighbors and friend Phyllis Cushman, grade sever.;
sales of liquid laxatives. dose each day. At the end of
and H. P Hall, West Aina; Harry
communities carrying the contest for called to congratulate her and made Phyllis Pelker, grade eight; Marjorie
Enrollment cards have been re
Wolcott, Jr., Camden: Norris Waltz,
the first time, the home demonstra the day very pleasant for this dear Simmons, grade nine; Mary Morse, Thomp.on, Ethel Day. Patience ■
i to Massachusetts the first of this
NORTH HOPE
Damariscotta;
Albion
Wotton, ceived from seven clubs—Whitefield. tion agent will approve of the meals.
grade
ten.
Mr
Standish
rewardsi
blind
friend
who
is
also
crippled
with
week. Their grandfather DUnlel
Murphy,
Naomi
Bossa,
Edith
Neal,
Friendship; Mrs. Emil 7 Pushaw, C. Happy Workers; Work and Win of All meals must be properly reported
the winners with suitable prizes.
j rheumatism and unable to walk.
Mrs. Clara Hall delightfully enter- ' Ludwig who has been visiting telaCarrie
McFarland. Misses
Eda
Damariscotta;
Merry
Maids
and
Tick
Donald Perry, Herbert Brown, Hope;
to the county office within 3 days
Nelson Lash of New Bedford spent Lawry. Sarah Kilmer. Thelma Prior tained the Hilltop Club Saturday of tives there and in New Hampshire
Mrs. Linda Davis has again taken
R P Conant, Rockland; Harold Tock Toilers of South Bristol; after the meal is served.
up her work at Jones Sanitarium the weekend with his mother Mrs. and Georgia Winchenpaw
and last week. A pretty quilt of log cabin will return home with them.
Golden
Rule
Girls
of
Hope;
Noblebo

Powers. West Southport; H. V. StarSquare meals to count in the con after a wrestle with neuritis in her Jessie Lash.
Masters Russell Wotton and Russell pattern was knotted by the ladies in
ro
Sunshiney
Seven;
Waldoboro
Karl Wentworth of Searsmont was
rett, Warren; F. W. Babb, Washing
test must be served to groups holding right arm.
Rep. Winthrop J Whitney attend Neal.
the afternoon and the usual delicious a caller on his grandparents Mr. and
ton; James Calderwood. Joe Damon. Sunny Side Up 4-H and Twin Village regular meetings. (This is intended
supper and good time ln the evening Mrs. A. I. Perry Sunday evening of
Mrs. Louise Bacheldcr celebrated ed the special sessions of the Legis
Frank Waltz, Waldoboro; M. A 4-H of Damariscotta. The Sunshiney for such groups as Farm Bureau.
NORTH WALDOBORO was enjoyed by everyone in social last week. Karl Is substituUng on
Brann, Whitefield. A State summary Stven girl-s have 22 projects enrolled oratlge Service Clubs, Ladies Aid her 87th birthday Nov. 17. She was lature in Augusta last week.
Selectmen Riley J. Bradford. Orris
chat and with several tables of the mail route for Frank Bryant of
will be made up and this together lbc ^ar®eit enrollment so far. The and similar large county -or com generously remembeied with birth
day cakes, fruit, candy and cards. C. Cook and Charles H St-enger at
projects
enrolled
in
this
club
are
10.
Rev. E. R. Green? who has been .11 cards. Assorted confections were Searsmont while the latter enjoys a
with each individual summary will
munity groups but cannot include Mrs. Bachelder is boarding at the tended a recent meeting of mayors
ccoking and housekeeping, 6 sewing.
the
past week it is good to report :s served in the evening with cigars for vacation ot two weeks with frienos
be returned to the man.
bridge culbs or thimble clubs. orin;.
...
...
_ . „
the smokers. Present were Mr. and j gunning in the northern Maine
2 room improvement. 1 dairy and 1 other words the
' home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Besrey. and selectmen at the State House, gaining.
Augusta. The purpose of the meet
Mrs. Edward Ludwig, daughter Ber woods.
poultry
management
ccn.posed
Qf
but
fgw
a
^
*
remarkably
well
for
one
of
her
Mrs. Alice Morse who has been ,
4-II Club Notes
ing was to discuss procedure to b? pacing several months at her home nice, son Earl, Mrs. Frances Pease,
years.
There should be more than one
An interesting feature in connec
Ambitious Maids 4 H club of Union
The county plaque which was
followed under the State aid works here returned Saturday to Provi Mr. and Mrs J. D. Pease and daugh
SEARSMONT
e;ent.y reorganized lor 1931 with Mrs. awardr{j (0 trie Golden Rule girls of farm bureau member on the com
ter Marian. Mr. and Mrs. U. O. tion with the above item is that one
administration and projects to be dence.
I day while waiting for the afternoon
Bertha Meservey, local leader, and Hope for being the highest ranking mittee serving the meal. Meals to
Joe Zachowski and Ferdinand undertaken.
Mrs. Maude Mank and Nellie Win Pease. Mr and Mrs. W. E. Hall. Mr mail, Karl went out. and brought
Mrs. Addie Howard, assistant. These club in the county by The Courier- count in the contest must be served
Twenty-six ladies attended a de
and Mrs. A. I. Perry. Mr. and Mrs
officers were elected: President, Gazette and Chamber of Commerce using one of the three approved types Shepbard are among the lucky ones, lightful meeting of the Ladies Aid chenbach were in Warren last wee.: John Marriner. Mr. and Mrs. Frans down a six-point buck. The others
each
getting
a
deer
in
this
town.
Wednesday,
guests
of
Mr
and
Mrs.
of
table
service
Not
more
than
oneMuriel Hannan; vice president, of Rockland has to be won tor two
Morse and daughter Joan. Mr. and came home from their trip emptyMrs. Carrie Packard and son it the home of-Mrs. Ray Winchen- Judson Benner.
,
. fifth of the meals served in the conhanded.
Pauline Young; secretary, Elizabeth years .before
it becomes a permanent - ,
.
,
u,c con
Mrs. Allie Wellman. Mr. and Mrs
.
_ . ^st can have baked beans as the Robert of Portland spent the week-, paw' Ncv. 15. The meeting was Mrs. Alma Walter and Ruth How
Farris: treasurer, Wilma Hannan; ptttession of. any one club.
Each
end with her parents Mr. and Mrs. (D-ened by the president. Mrs. Helen ard of Waldoboro were callers on Everett Richards, all of Hope; Mr
color bearer. Agnes Esancy; cheer ciUb has a chance to win this plaque main dish.
and Mrs Alton Pease and son Law- J
Simmons, and the reports of secre Elsie Lawson Friday afternoon.
F. A. Dunton.
leader. Helen Mitchell; club report- ln 1934. These points are consid
rence of North Appleton; L. H. I
tary and treasurer presented, after
Mr.
and
Mrs
Kenneth
Small
of
Bel

The
Awards
Herman
Mank
and
friend
of
East
er, Helen Mitchell. The program of tred
which
each
member
read
a
Bible
Gardiner who have been passing Perry, Owl's Head; Mr and Mrs I
Group 1. State award $15. in cash. fast were callers Sunday at the Dun
i One point for each project en
verse and all repeated the Lord's several days in this place returned James Pease, Rockland; and the
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
ton home.
Only those communities which have
rolled.
hostess. Mrs. Clara Hall.
Thus far there have been four Prayer. Walnut ice cream, cake and home Sunday.
TABLETS FOR WOMEN
Attendance at club meetings (no received the grand award in the
Mbs Elizabeth Gott of Camden
very light snows here. Just, enough cockles were served. In the company I Mrs. Maude Mank and Alma
I score is allowed if less than 12 meet county in either 1931, 1932 or 1533
They relieve and prevent
to make the ground white ar.d cause were Mesdames Helen Simmons, ;i Mank. also Miss Marion Levensaller was a weekend guest at Willow Brook 1
ings are held or for incomplete re
Farm.
periodic pain and associated
will be eligible to compete ior the us to think of what is to come later. Lizzie Miller, Gertrude Oliver, Jen ! were Rockland visitors Saturday.
1
ports.) Maximum 100 points.
J. C. Johnson of Lincolnville wa; 1 disorders. No narcotics. Not
state prize. The decision as to the
Mrs. Sarah Burgess of Union is a nie Hall, Carrie Lawry and daugh j Rev. Mary Gibson of Damariscotta
Shoulders droop under weight of
Five points for each club meeting
just a pain killer but a modern
ter. Julia Wotton. Jane Murphy, , preached at the M. E. Church Wed- guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry
years. Young, yet beauty has fled.
expenditure of the prize money is visitor in town for a few weeks
Cheeks are sallow and drawn. Un i reported within one week of dale of left to the winning community but
medicine which acts upon the
Sunday
Ruth
Prior.
W.
E.
Lewis,
Olive
Noyes
nesd
ay
evening
of
last
week.
Charles Bryant is very' ill and is
sightly pimples. Keep your system meeting. Not more than three per
CAUSF of your trouble. Per
Olivia
Hoflses,
Josie
Lawry,
Hattie
|
____
_
E.
Donald
Perry
visited
his
father
it
is
suggested
that
it
be
used
to
pay
under
the
care
of
Dr.
Larrabee
of
clean and you keep the beauty of month will be counted. .
sistent use brings permanent
youth. Its energy. Its irresistible
the expenses of one or more rep- Belfast. He has been in poor health Lawry, Sue Wotton, Lavinia Whit
Thanksgiving and hot mince pies. and family at Owl's Head last week
Average score for club—maximum
charm. Then life is not a failure.
ney,
Ivernia Wallace,
reseatatlves to Farm and Home for sometime.
Geneva Try Maine Maid Mince Meat. 139-142
Earl and Arthur Ludwig motored relief. Sold by all druggists.
Clogged bowels and inactive liver 500 points.
Each failure counts
Week. Montsweag and Nobleboro are
cause poisons to seep through the sys ; zero
eligible to compete for State Prizes
tem. Health vanished and with it
Percent finishing—maximum 250
beautv and energy. Dr. Edwards
from Knox and Lincoln Counties.
Olive Tablets will help save you from points.
Grcup 2. County Awards. Prize to
this dark hour. For 20 years they have
Seal of Achievement—150 points.
be awarded to the community serving
been prescribed in place of calomel to
Look
on
page
23
of
your
manual
men and women seeking health and
the largest number of community
freedom from constipation. They act for club leaders. Why not start in
easily and smoothly. No dangerous the club year by working for this meals in the county. Twelve or more
meals must be served. A blue ribbon
griping. Take nightly before retiring. 'county plaque?
•
Results will amaze you.
with gold letters to be awarded thc
Thousands of men and women
communities serving 12 approved
would never be without Dr. Edwards
With thc Homes
community meals or more
Olive Tablets, a vegetable compound.
Thc
women
to complete their reKnow them by their olive color. 15c
All commun.-ie? in the county
30c and 60c. AU druggists.
8 in the home garden are eligible
compete for this
—---------- award exeept those who have already
won a county grand award.
A red ribbon with gold letters to
PLENTY OF FRESH AIR - NO DRAFTS
be awarded the communities serving
Yon Will Find the
9-11 approved community meals:
A white ribbon with gold letters to
K. & W. “DEFLEKTAIR” Metal Centre
e awarded the communities servWINDOW VENTILATOR ,
ng 6-8 approved community meals.
A Great Investment in Solid Comfort
Public recognition will be conferred
Outdoor freshness with indoor snugr.ess.
Wonder.’ul ventila
upon each winning community thus:
tion ior living wd sleeping room-. Ra.n and snow cannot get in.
The State award will be presented
Curtains and draperies protected against dust, not and me lure.
at the time of the county annual
Thee? K & W Ventilators are strongly made—adjustable to any
window. Tvo sizes—3 inch high—adjustable 21 to 37 inches wide
meeting by the President of the
35c. By mail 45c; 11 inches high—adjustable 21 to 37 Inches wide
Maine Farm Bureau Federation or
55c. By mail 65c.
some person designated by 'him; the
6233
____
county awards will be presented at
FARM, DAIRY and eCLlIRY MJ F MILS —
the time of the county annual meetI ing by the county food project leader.
I The members of the executive comI mittee will decide on the award to
rtDERAL and TEMPVL STS.,
PORTLAND MAIIML
be given to the highest ranking com
munity in their respective county.
A committee consisting of the
county food project leader and two
othqrs appointed by the executive
committee will select the winners in
the county. Consideration of the
Are you fault-finding, “picky”—
quality of the meals may be given by
the county committee in determining
about nothing that really matters ?
the community to receive the highest
Not because the other person is
j award.
wrong, not because you are natu
The foods specialist will be re
rally mean, but because your
sponsible for securing a committee to
nerves are a-jangle...out of tune?
determine the winner of the state
\ award.

Neuritis Pain
Left In jiffy

(Slltwtlw

New 50X Size

PLEASANT RELIEF
FROM CONSTIPATION

e\dall

& Whitney

SOCONY

RANGE OIL
for oil ranges

PROMPT
CLEAN
DELIVERY
BURNING
ECONOMICAL

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.

PHONE ROCKLAND 115

APPLETON RIDGE
Friends of Lottie P Young are
sorry to learn of her recent accident.
The W.C.T.U. will meet Dec 1 with
Mrs. Blanche Davidson and the
P'Ograra will be prepared by Miss
Fannie Oushee.
Linnibel Grant was overnight
guest Sunday of Chrystal Stanley.

COSTLIER TOBACCOS
Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
tobaccos than any other popular brand of cigarettes!

THEY NEVER GET
ON YOUR NERVES!

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, November 23, 1933
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THOMASTON

ROCKPORT

(Municipal Election, Dec. 4)
DEMOCRATIC NOMINATIONS

FOR SALE

«
The Woman's Christian Temper- j
»
Two Frocks From One a New Arthur K. Walker and Frank
M
R■
.Priest, selectmen, who attended the
For Mayor
ance Union wil^ hold an Institute in ,
Stunt — Velveteen Cape- meeting in Augusta Monday In con- . rrAprcT A TUIlftSTfiN 1 HOME CLARION stove. Rasollne Radi
ant beater almost new. nnd one-horse
the Baptist vestry, Friday, Nov. 24.
nectlon with the Federal Relief LEFOKtST A. 1 HUKo I UPt 1 sled for sale. CHESTER R WALLACE.
lets Are Fresh
commencing at. 10 o'clock. AU of thc
|
Warren. Me Tel 1-34.
13e*14.1.
Of Ward Seven
Fund, reported that Rockport's I
! SCREENED soft lump coal for sale.
Unions in the county are invited and
The latest trick in making two quota would be 33 men who would be 1
. one-half ton. $4 50: hard coal, 114.
many of the members will have a
B. PAULSEN. Tei. 84-2 Thomaston.
Ward One
frocks from one is the new gilet- It's given steady employment for a |
I 136*141
part in the program. The local
Alderman
—
Milton
S.
Dick.
i a sort of a separate vestee that covers period of eleven weeks, or until Feb , _ w
-r
I LIVING ROOM coal stove for sale.
Sclfool
Board
—
-Mrs.
Clara
T.
Curtis.
q
oo
(
j
heater,
practically
new.
Price
Union will furnish tea and coffee
the front of the waist completely and 13. on projects which are to be sub
Warden—Fred W. Gray.
right for cash. P. L. MePHEE. 28 James
Take.box lunch.
ties in the back at the neck and the mitted by the local Board and ap Ward Clerk—Mrs. Verna M. Thomas. I St140-142
Services at the Baptist Church
PONY for sale cheap. MAURICE
waist. One notes them in rayon proved by State Director John Mc
W ard Tw o
ATHEARN. Sherer's Lane. Tel. 348-M
Sunday: 9:45. Bible school; 11 am.
140"142
crejjes. satins, transparent velvet, Donough. Consequently the Board
Alderman—Percy Lee McPhee.
morning worship, topic, "The Puzzle
FAIRBANKS-MORSE electric pump.
School Board—Osmond A. Palmer.
metal cloth and cires. They are de met Tuesday morning at Town hall
I Slightly used, for sale. May be seen ot
f Life;" music. "The Woods and
Warden—Mrs. Mabel B. Greene.
ROLLINS * STRONG'S. Suffolk St
cidedly effective when contrasting to discuss and decide upon certain
!
_______________________ 139*141
Ward Clerk—G. Sheldon Gray.
Every Sweet Smelling Tree," West;
the frock in color and fabric—as. propositions, and Mr. Walker left
i CHICKENS dressed, for sale, at 25
Ward Three
•Harvest Home," Hanscom; 6 p.nv
dents per pound. GUY JOHNSON, Lake
for example, a bright red plastron again for Augusta Wednesday to pre
Alderman—Charles H. Berry
140*142
Y.P.S. of CE.; 7 pm. union Thanks
Ave. Tel 566-J
with a black frock..or a rust-colored sent the following projects: To gravel
School
Board'
Mrs
Ruth
Elllng-i
beating
plant.
American
giving service at thc M. E. Church,
holler and 33 radiators for sale, low
plastron with a brown dress. The the avenues in the cemetery, resur wood.
Hyler street.
Warden—Clarence E. Harrington, | priced, v. F. studley, 283 Main st
idea
was
Vionnet's.
but
it
is
being
132-tf
face West street, repair basement of
Ward Clerk—George N. Torrey.
Tel 1154.
The Baptist junior choir recently
SMALL HOUSE at Pleasant Gardens,
done
in
New
York
in
a
variety
of
old
Town
hall,
lay
a
sewer
from
Sum

elected the following officers: Presi
Ward Four
$275. for sale on rent plan. V. F. ST8Dsmart ways and is “putting up a mer street through the village to the
LEY. 283 Main St Tel. 1154.
134-tf
dent, Estelle Moore; vice president. .
Dear Airs. Customer:
Alderman—Charles W. Schofleld.
ALL KINDS of dry hard wood, and
smart front" just now’ for many a shore and from Rhodes garage
School Board—Mrs. Golden Mun soft
Basil Day; secretary. Norman Over
wood, for sale.
T. J. CARROLL.
plain dress. It's really a stunning through the old ship yard to the roe.
Tel 263-21 Rockland. Thomaston. R F D.
lock; treasurer, Alfred Chapman;
We are delighted to tell you that you c jfi
|
139-tf
Warden—David R. McCarty.
way to make a new costume out of a shore, sidewalk in Rockville. Work
chairman
of
executive
committee,
j
Ward Clerk—Mrs Geneva B UpDRY 4 ft wood for sale at farm In
now buy
left-over.
Pleasantville; cnnip 10x14 very reasonaOlive Rowell.
will begin immediately on the one ham.
i ble. L. S. WEAVER. R, 1. Warren.
Mrs Elizabeth Turner spent Tues- j
Golp STripe
_____________ 139*141
Ward Five
which proves the most acceptable to
New Ways With Colors
WHEN you are pianumg to sell your
day night with her sister Mrs J. J.'
Alderman—William J. Sullivan.
Mr McDonough
and fowl, call Pei Kb ED
School Board—Mrs. Ruth Sanborn. chickens
SILK STOCKINGS
A different color for each of the
Cooney, Waldoboro.
WARDS Tel. 806-J. Rockland.
131-tf
Mrs. John Davis is spending ten
Warden
—
Forest
Hatch.
Guy Roundy of Winslow is visiting
four walls of a living room, a cop days with relatives in Rumford.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Laura E. Do II
«»
his mother. Mrs Rossie Roundy. at
per and cork panelled and floored
In our store. They have long been the standard
Chester L. Pascal has returned herty.
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Luther
foyer,
and
a
kitchen
done
in
vivid
from a visit, with his cousin. Mrsfor beauty and quality in stockings. We offer
Ward Six
I
Clark.
red. white and chromium are all fea Frances Andrews in Bath.
Alderman—Marcellus M. Condon.
them in colors to please your taste and prices
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark are
School
Board
—
Wil
is
R.
Lulkui.
tured in a smart modern apartment
The World Wide Oulld met Tues
HOUSE to let at 52'i Summer St.,
to please your purse.
Warden—Carl W. Tolman.
spending a few days with her parents
vacant about Nov. 25 MRS A C. Medesigned by Gilbert. Rohde, now on day evening at the Baptist parson
128-tf
Ward
Clerk
—
Mrs.
Susie
A.
Ames.
LOON. 33 Grove St Tel 253-M.
Mr. and Mrs Daniel Keyes, in Bucks
display in New York. Two walls of age.
TENEMENT to let. at 117 Limerock St.
Ward
Seven
Chiffon or service, 95c, $1.15, $1.50 and $1.75.
The Cape Cod collar is
port.
Suitable for one or two families. W 11.
the living room are painted cafe au
Oeorge Crcckett, who for several
Alderman—Russell E Bartlett.
RHODES Tel 347-W___________ 139*141
"Adjustables", those marvelous stockings that
Mayflower Circle. Pythian Sisters,
only one reason why
lait, one a grayish green and one a months has been an assistant at the
School Board—Mrs. Gladys Jones
FIVE ROOM bouse on Fulton St.,
fit every leg, $1.15, $1.50 and $1.75.
will meet Friday afternoon and even
lights, gas and shed. $15: five room house
steel gray. One of the cafe au lait lccal postolfice. is being retained in ’ Morgan,
you should wear them
at
20 Holmes St., cellar, shed and lights,
ing with Mrs. Bertha Frost. Elm I
wails has a large inset of deep brown that capacity by the new postmaster. Warden—Edward M. Tolman
$14. One four room house on Florence
exclusively. Newly fash
St
.
shed nnd lights, $15. Inquire HER
street. Those not solicited please
Do come in and see them today.
Marietta
C.
patent leather. Thc celling is gray. Hildred Rider, and Frank Priest has M^dyd Clerk_Mrs
BERT BARTER Tel. 611-W or 1017-J.
take sweets.
ioned, it will always stay
140-tf
Draperies are of beige wool and been added to the force.
—
-HOUSE and garage at 51 Wlllo* St”,
Thomaston's quota under the allot
Yours very truly,
mat:h brown and beige chairs.
smart and neat. See the
Mrs. Leola Mann will entertain . —
L J > P 1
rent reasonable, T. E. McINNIS. 46
ment of Federal funds is 29 men lor
140*142
Washable white Pabrikoid chairs are the Farm Bureau at her home Dec 111 LVerybodV S Column Crescent St. Tel. 851-J.
Cape Cod Falmouth *
12 weeks. Men who work on hign-1
. . , ,
..
.
,
J
J
SIX ROOM flat with bath to let. IS
featured in the red, white and „7 _
The
subject,
for
discussion
IS
,
Advertisements
In
thia
column
not
to
Oav
St
Apply
MRS
E
M
BENNER.
the standard of shirt
ways and similar work will receive 40 ,
thromium scheme of the kitchen. "Reed Work" and all wishing to make
*'“«
W Broadway- JTel._ 166JC_____ 138TH0
cents an hour for a week of 30 hours; |
ROOM hou”
lrt'
value for 1934.
Bright yellow Fabrikoid upholstered articles are asked to give their SS2i UnM^flve’oenu’eartt for’one *fme.
Modern, nearly new. TONY
those who work on sewers will re- ’
10 cents for three times. 8lx words '*a'
139*141
COLLINS.
Gay
St
Place.
on chromium frame chairs and a order
TESTS DIVING BELL
for
material
to
Mrs. make a line
ceive 50 cents an hour, and skilled ,
Children Must Not Suffer
HALF house to let. 17 Warren St., six
small cork table constitute the furni Nina Carroll at once, that it may be 1
rooms, easily heated, reduced to $3 50
labor wiU receive $1.20 an hour for a 1
week Iuquire 11 JAMES ST
137-142
Early reports by the naval officers
ture of the cork foyer, w^h its ceil procured in time for the meeting.
30-hour week. The selectmen will
FOUR ROOM furnished apartment,
Clothing and Shoes
detailed to test out a new diving bell I decide where the money shall be
ing painted a bright yellow to match
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Bisbee. Sr.,
hot water heat, continuous hot water,
fine location Available soon. 16 SUM
310 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND the chairs. Oray and delicate silver entertained the Nitsumsosum Cluo J
Don't let your child suffer—if you indicate that deep-sea diving is to be spent.
MER ST.
•
would just once try Buckley's Mix- revolutionized. This new diving out|
tor.es
characterize
the
dining
room
and
husbands
Monday
evening
at
THREE ROOM furnished apartment to
Mrs. WiUiam J. Robertson who was
BAND SAW wanted
State size and
ture (triple strength* for the little fit. invented by E. J. Romano, is radi‘
F
STUDLEY.
283
Main
price.
FRED
KILLERAN.
Tel.
Thomlet.
$4
a
week.
V
with accents of dee? red brown, while bridge at their heme.
139-tf
aston 198-21. P. O. Warren. R 2. 138-140, St. Tel. 1154
one s racking, wheezing cough you cajj„ different from ordinary diving operated upon in a Boston hospital
bedrooms are done in tones of beige.
The primary department of tne
MEN w&nted for
Routes of' VERY-attractive apartment to let, five
would always have a bottle in the
. last week, is making favorable im
WARREN
apparatus and has been tested for a
grey and pale green, with accents of Methodist Sunday school, of which 800 families in cities of Rockland. Cam- rooms and bath, hot water »»<« b*»J ‘he
provement.
'
,
,
den and Waldoboro and Knox County,fear around. Call 91 NORTH MAIN ST.
Powerful yet safe—that's the way depth pressure of 1.500 feet. One of
brown
and rust.
Mrs. Amy Miller ISsuperintendent j Reliable hustler should Start earning
Tel 180-J;________ 137-tf
Mrs. Richard Webb of Syracuse. N
Mrs. Ella Lewis has become a tnemto describe Buckley's—guaranteed by the naval officers reports going down
weekly and increase rapidly. Write
THREE ROOM furnished apartment to
and E.’verly Wellman. Lois Burns $25
Y
.
is
guest
of
her
parents,
Mr.
and
I
be
r
o
f
Warren
Grange,
receiving
the
immediately.
RAWLEIGH
CO.
_Depr
le
,
at
47
Pleasant
St LILLIAN BICKCorner Drug Store. Inc.. George H. jn
|0 a depth of 310 feet and
137*Th-__ ________________________
Washable Wall Papers
139*141
NELL 82 Limerock St.
and Helena Upham, teachers, en- ME-39-S, Albany. New York.
_________
Gardiner, Druggist. Warren, and live
t
,
Mrs Herbert Newbert.
_
third and fourth degrees Tuesday ot
sv r»ntc
icu another claims 400. Previous
AmeriHO^Mr^L^
Wall papers in r.ef colors and de joyed a social at the vestry Saturday
druggist everywhere_—45
cents—
—aa tew
.
Nine Rebekahs living in Thomaston 1TOk A harvest feast was served
sips—it loosens things up—quick ana can diving records, claimed by two
,
7
'
icas. was
*tf
NfRK L
fvi turner
LEVI
TURNER., 144 Main St..
signs and with a coated or lacquered rrom 2 to 4 Thc time passed all toe Orace St. City.
iuit uai/.h
136-tf
Just
watch that
that ttaht
tight nlrf
old riwennf.
wheezing, pacific Coast men, n-ero
were 260 and
and 9xn
240 ■ a--entJed Lfle meeting of their lodge a.so at the meeting.
fhomaston._______________________
surface,
so
that
they
can
be
washed
quickly
for
the
little
tots
with
games
--------------------------------11
in
Rockland
Tuesday
night.
James
Robinson,
who
suffered
an
bronchial cough go.
feet-Pathfinder.
FOUR furnished rooms with bath to
Mr. and Mrs. Rodr-ey Dinsmore are 1 m turn recently, ls reported to be easily with soap and wato» are be and various stunts. Candy, peanuts
—
let. Inquire MRS W S. KENNISTON.
4 176 Main St Tel 874-W__________ 135-tf
now having their home in New I improving
ing featured now in New York shops and pop corn were also enjoyed.
I | FOUR room apartment to let. partly
A beautiful specimen of hano___ . _ _ ________ furnished. $4 week
V. F. STUDLEY.
Orleans.
• The warren fire department an- Smart new designs in new color com
132-tf
- 283 Main St Tel. 1154
FLORIDA
Miss Kay Turner has taken rooms swered a call for a chimney fire at the binations for every room of the house work, an altar cloth in the patriotic
FOR 8ALE—Six room house, good lo- I ; SMALL HOUSE for rent at Head of
colors,
has
been
presented
to
the
Fred
cation,
price
right.
This
property
ts
BaT
}5
mont
h
v.
F.
studley. 283
with
Mr.
and
Mrs
William
T
Flint,
rxme
of
Roy
Harrington
in
North
from
bath
to
drawing
room
are
MIAMI’S
J nrne- U
» i». 9OO<1 Investment Its location ts on s Main St. Tel. 1154.
134-tf
Knox street.
, Warren Tt/esday. No damage done shown, each with suitable new A. »
Norwood W R.C., by one Of Its cement road. ROBERT COLLIN8. Real
Ideal Retort Hotel
FURNISHED ROOMS to let at 29 Beech
131-tf
Estate
Agency.
The
Chaiansew
Club
met
with
Mrs.
an
j
the
fire
was
out
before
the
ar____________ ______
drapery fabrics befitting the purpose. members. Mrs. Anna McGowan.
St MRS W_S WHITE__________136-tf
Convenient to all points ol interest—Modem in every way
Albert U. Rhodes is again confined j stTH^cIt1.Enf^I2ehOH«dw‘oS flX’ THE ROYAL Beer Garden and Bowling
Aaron Clark Tuesday evening. Mem- rival of the department,
For the most part, designs are sim
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
Alleys to let. all equipped. Inquire V.
surround the hotel Manv rooms with private balconies.
bers present were Mrs. Bernice jgns Mabel Crawford visited Mrs ple. Heavy rayon fabrics are fav to his home by illness, this time a ^1cw‘^"'^^ff1n. Ro^nd^ie F STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154
_______________ 134-tf
Knights. Mr:. Edgar Ames, Mrs. Rus- j Lillian Cunningham and Albert Mank ored among drapes Light-colored severe attack of tonsilitis.
j_____________________________ v7-tt
TWO six room houses at North End
. sell Hoffses. Miss Blanche Tibbetts : Tuesday afternoon a; Knox Hospital, papers and drapes in new greens,
Mrs Ada Clough and Mrs. Edita —farm for sale, 2u acres Held and to let. good condition, low rent. CALL
.
t
, ..
,
pasture, house, barn, henhouse for 1000
and Mrs Clark.
, both being patients there.
blues and rust shades are very im- Overlock were in charge of the pic- hens, fine well, pump in sink, electric 520-M_________________________ 138-140
OARAGE to let. Park Sr
lormerly
Highlands. $1100 V.
The second in the series of card
Mies Beatrice Haskell re'.urnea I portant.
nlc supper ...Ki-v,
which nrenorfort
preceded th->
tn. lights, good cellar.
jgj Main st. Tei. 1154
used as Battery Service Station. 22x68.
122-tf
show
window,
large
office
$25
month.
parties given by the ladies of the j Monday to high school where she is
meeting of Harbor Light Chapter,
------- V F. STUDLEY 283 Main St Tel. 1154.
congregation of St. John Baptist, will i a student, after a weeks absence be132-tf
Stvle Flashes
Alice Marston and Miss Etta Cair..
be held tonight at Knox Hotel, be- cause of being in an automobile acciCire-Q-Vel. a new crinkled velvet social time was enjoyed by the memmembcr <as
ny mXmga^gT. ,o\?r w«t End £irk*et.
June to
Booklet
Comer Second Street
’ ginning at 8
| der.t Tuesday of last week.
October
99.1. .11™
1 Thomaston. $15 month. V F. STUDLEY.
of Acele. is noted in some of the ! bers. and sewing and games were in- ,
on
and First Avenue
guest.
This
ally?
organization
, 2g3 Ma!n st jei 1154
132-tf
Thc regular food sale of St. John's
Sunday morning at the Congrega- smartest new evening gowns. It. is ’ dulged in until the supper hour,
Hotel
Application
certainly proved that it can play with
MODERN tenement to let at 157 Talbot
MODERATE RATES
.Maseiynn
Church will be held Saturday at i tional Church the pastor will start
128-tf
The Twentieth Century Club will
same
an(j Mal as
can Ave OVERNESS SARKESIAN
very stunning in a pale pistache
Stamford
Walsh's store, beginning at 2 p.m. ! the first in a series of three sermons.
MODERN six room rent, with garage.
meet Friday at the home of Mrs worl[
green.
Partly furnished If desired 17 Grove St.
There will be a wide variety of foods the general theme being music, and
I R W BICKFORD. Tel 611-M
125-tf
Christine Currier and this program
____________
at attractive prices. Special orders i the title of this sermon Making
There is a trend toward braid de will b? presented: "A Thanksgiving
TWO room apartment with bath to
£/\ST
WASHINGTON
let.
thoroughly
modern,
heated
and
, may be given to Mrs. Albert Hall, and Melody." At the evening rervice. the signs and apphqued effects in the
Story. Mrs. Mildred Putnam; S-ai
gjfi]jcen( Hamilton Is at W. lighted. $5 a week: also rooms and bath
Mrs. Robert Watts of High street.
third in a series of Shakespearean mode It is noted not only in cos
$3 week up at Foss House. MABEL AT
of Galilee. Mrs Rebecca Fowle;
Prescott's, where she will spend KINS. proprietor. 77 Park St. Tel 330.
Albert Elliot. Reginald Henderson lectures which have proved so popu- tumes but in shoes, bags and hats.
_________________________________ 121-tf
hymn. “Oalllee." Thanksgiving quowinter months.
and Harry Stewart returned Sunday lar with the young people, will be
• • • •
.
,
.1 WELL furnished apartment to let.
tat
ions.
Mr.
and
Mrs
George
Ripley
and
[
three
rooms, toilet and shed. 12 knox
B from a hunting trip.
givrn. subject "Modern Matbeth.”
The long-sleeved evening gown—
Mr and Mrs C. 6. Beverage ot’iimg daughter Dorothy were visitors 8T Tel 196-W__________________ 131-tf
Rev J. W. Strout has gone to Lynn,
Georg? W Walker has been' drawn distinctive m the mode—is seen not
Augusta were guests Sunday of Mr. ']ast Sunday at thc home of Mrs. ' mquh^’u'wtoson’^st ap,rlmellt “j,1^
Mass . to spend the winter.
for , the petit Jury at the Federal only in the velvets but in thc new
and
Mrs. Charles S. Gardner.
Ripley's parents Mr. and Mrs. Earl
heated a?partments. all modern, xour
Mr. and Mrs. William Loucks re Court in Portland, Dec. 12.
peau d'ange laces, rayon crepe
rooms. Appl>ly at CAMDEN A ROCKA get-together of the Democratic Grinnell at Stickney's Corner.
turned Tuesday from a six weeks'
131-tf
LAND WATER CO Tel. 634
Mrs. Annie Davis is caring for Mrs satins and lames.
Town Committee was held Tuesday Viola Ripley has been at Roy FOUR ROOM apartment and six room
| visit in Amsterdam, N Y.
• • • •
Sarah Starrett who ls ill at her home.
apartment.
modern, to
let.
MRS.
Richard Mullen of La Grange Ill,
There's nothing very new about evening at thc selectmen's office and Light's for a few days assisting In FROST. 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-W
The Warren Baseball Club will hold
These past few told days have made everyone think of heavier
ma
Vers
of
importance
discussed.
the
work.
Mrs.
Light
being
ill
from
was a recent guest of John Hewett.
a confetti ball Fric'ay evening
velveteen neckwear, which has been
clothing and they knew just where to go for it to get the kind that
SIX-ROOM house to let on Cumdrn
The musical comedy "Heads Up" j a severe cold
Twenty past chancellors of Arcapa
gives such solid comfort and at such moderate prices.
Herbert L. Kenniston. Charles definitely in the mode all season, but
„
,1
, ,,, . ,
St., near Sllsby OreenhoiL-i s. electric
Lodge. K. of P. met in thc lodge room Leach and Shertourne Kalloch were there is something very fresh and which will be presented at. Town B. H. Lincoln Of Washington was ; lights, furnace, hath; clean, cosy, ecoTIIE WINTER UNION SUITS for men in cotton or wool, at onlv
MRS 11 M FROST .-T
8*;
Wednesday evening A supper served fortunate in shooting deer recently.
lol-tl
................... ............................ $1.00, $1.50, $1.8.7, $3 00, $3.08
new about the little velveteen cape- hall tonight and tomorrow night a business visitor at C. E. Overlock'i 31o-W.
Monday.
—————
under
the
auspices
of
the
Methodist
by
the
Pythian
Sisters
preceded
thc
Ra'ph
Butler
enroute
to
Erewer
lets with high petalM collars now
THE SHIRTS AND DRAWERS in the same reatrrtaH at
business meeting. Joseph Richards 1 from Essex. Conn.. Sunday spent tne featured in New York shops. They Epworth League is sure to draw a Mr and Mrs. Charles E. Overlook
79c, 98c, $1.65. $225
were callers at the home of Mr. and
was the oldest officer present; the day tf'th Rev. and Mrs Howard A. are seen in such glamorous shades large crowd at both performances.
BOVS' UNION SUITS, at ...._............ —.... .... . ................ 7Je. Sl.M
Mrs. Fred Cunningham in Jefferson j
Several
from
this
place
are
plan

youngest was Benjamin Smalley.
! Welch.
of red. brown and green.
75c. $1.00. $1.50. $1.98, $3 CO
FLANNEL SHIRTS, at
.« ...
last Sunday.
It
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Leighton are in j Sunday morning at the Baptist
ning
to
attend
the
card
party
ana
• • • •
A ouiet weririintr was
LADIES Reliable hair goods at Rock. $1.00, $1225, $1.50, $2.07
DRESS SHIRTS, at
..................... -......
Boston attending the meeting of the Church the pastor's subject wlll be
Monograms continue to have a dance at Odd Fellows hall. Camden. n. quiet weaaing was solemnized ( land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
$3.50, $5.89
Hotel Association at the Hotel Sutler j "Be Ye Thankful;' Bible school at style interest in handbags—and there Saturday evening under the auspices Nov 15 at the home of Mrs. Clara i sollclted' H- c- Rhodes. Tel. 51®"3 t{
ZIPPER COATS, at
...........................
$5.00, $6.75
The Friendly Club of thc Federated | noon; Christian Endeavor at 6; eve- are all sorts of new ways With them. of Canton Auxiliary. That organ.-1°'11‘ock' the contracting parties be- 1 '' PATiEnts given the best of care lii
MACKINAW COATS for men
WashingS'cre^e^s?*1"' H0GS1
.... ........... .................. $3.98
(Church will hold a cooked food sale ’ ning service at 7. with opening serv- Very smart is the monogram clasp- zation will also holda cooked food lng Hurlck H Orotton
BOVS' SHEEPSKIN COATS
sale
in
the
forenoon
at
the
Carleton^°
n
an<
*
MUs
Eugenia
Falconi
of
plag
,,
re5Red
. caiiivTfor and delivered.
in
Mr.
Seavey's
store
Friday
afterj
ice
of
praise,
sermon
subject
"Watch.
practical as well as ornamental on
HEAVY STOCKINGS for men or bovx ....... .. ......... ............ 35c. 50c
Somerville. Tlie ceremony was oer- pwmpt service. Also pork and beef for
I noon for the benefit of the Christmas I One. Two and Three "
French
store.
the
new
suede
envelope.
There's
a
formed by Mrs. Overlook and The
13521?
Oh, yea; we want to speak especially of our Overcoats for Men
I Stocking Fund. It is hoped that;
-----------------tne ' NOTICE—I have moved my office to 362
new crescent pouch, black and brown
at $15.00. These are one of our very best bargains. Beautiful fits
•
lllgle
ring
service
used.
At
present
Main
St.,
over
Newberry's
5
Ac
10c
store.
everybody will help.
KseP J'*”»r disposition sweet Save tn suede and mat calf shaped as the
Ti vtohelp Club Birthday
and best of materials.
' Come up. Telephone 415-W. Work by
they
will
live
with
thc
groom's
parappointment,
dr
.
j
.
h
.
DAMON.
An item in a previous issue sUted ,rear on your motor. a!*° make shlft- name suggests, ar.d featuring a plain : The best time ever, was thc ver
139-141
that the officers of Mayflower Tern- < ing caster by 05108 Richfield special composition clasp in brown.
dict of tJiO£2 who attended the an ents, and many friends unite in wish- ' dentlrt-__________________
ing» them years Ol
of nappmess.
hannlne«
1 lown
owing
TOOcorifc
THE ,unemployment
invote<1
the
winter
gas
and
Richfield
100";
Penn
of
st
thc
lown
has
pie were Installed. It should have
nual birthday party of thc Trytohcln
• • • •
to close its clam flats to non-resident
sylvania motor oil at its finest oive
been that an inspection was held.
Club
Monday
evening
at
thc
Baptist
In keeping with the trend for shiny
FORECLOSURE NOTICE
dlRgrrs rr of Oct. 10. 1933 Complying
these Richfield Partners a try and accents In the mode are the bright vestry. Miss Mabel Pottle was in
126-tf
Whereas. Charles A. Pease of Rock- ylth the Statute laws of Maine.
.and
in
the
County
of
Knox
and
state
nf
Moina
'
la
------,
AUTOMOBILE
repairing.
Open
eve'if
Mutnn
V,
1
_
,
...
convince
yourself.
No
extra
cost
at
SENNEBEC
new vanities in circlets and squares charge of the program and certain the^elenthbdav nf ^nh?r
nlnRS and SunflaV
8lmonlzlng dono
Sheldon's Filling Station, Warren— of gleaming chromium with Scottk» ly deserves much credit for thc ftnrt
JjL <jctober. A D. 1932 reasonably. O. L. BLACK. 3 Rockland
and recorded in the Knox County RegTei 933-1
I23*i25-tf
Friends of James McEdwards art adv.
•
Istry of Deeds. Book 234. Paae tA r< n-1 -1' - - - ■ - ------------------------- -- —
unique manner in which it was car veyed
and othcr designs.
to
me.
the
undersigned,
a
certain
KEYS!
KEYS!
KEYS!
Keys
made to
glad tc know that he is recovering
ried out. The opening number was lot or parcel qf land with the buildings order. Keys made to fit locks when
thereon, situated In the Town of Hope original keys are lost. House. Office or
' from his recent accident while hunt
BURKETTVILLE
an original welcome ong given in and
"“■* 'bounded
------- 1 —and
■* ---------— as follows
■ ■
Car. Code books provide keys for all
described
ing duckt.
locks without bother. Stlssors and
"Beginning at the Northwest cor
unison. Then followed vaudeville by
ner
of
lot
owned
by
Isaac
Upham;
Knives sharpened Prompt service. Rea
Gladys Hemenway was a Unidn 1 Algy Linscott of Norway visited In j
If ooorly functioning Kidney* and
thence
Northerly
as
road
runs
from*
sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO..
club
members,
each
r.
umber
bringing
Bladder make you suffer from Getting
Hosmer Pond to Mansfield School
408 Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 7ST.
visitor Saturday afternoon.
j this place over the weekend.
Up Nifhta. Nervousness, Rheumatic
forth hearty applaus' and in most House, slxty-flve (65) feet to an Iron __________________________________ 131-tf
Faint. Stiffness, Burning, Smarting,
Mrs. Sargie Warren and son Lloyd 1 Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Rok"<s and
bolt; thence North, eighty-seven
9
Itching,
or
Ac.dity try the ruarantoed cases
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
causing mut.t merriment.
To place the Winter Memorial Wreaths and we are
(87) degrees East, one hundred
Doctor ti Priorip:ionCyatex(Si88-tux)
of Oakland visited Mr and Mrs. Le- I Miss Minnie Light were Thomaston
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
twenty-five (125) feet to an Iron holt
—Must tixyouupor money
Humorous
readings
by
Mrs.
A.
Belle
__________________________________ 131-tf
'-'-ioM,
ready to make them to your order
on the westerly side of a proposed
roy Hemenway Sunday of last week. and Rockland visitors last week OlrS’urM bo<*K
road; thence South seven (7) degrees
wnnei
BObiuw—Tou
can
ouy
Skinner, one of the guests present.,
Wednesday.
East, along the westerly side of said
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
You want fresh straw flowers for your house bou
were
also
greatly
enjoyed.
Attention
proposed
road,
fifty-five
(55)
feet
home
news,
at
the
Old
South
News
I Mrs. Etta Ireland and daughter
to the Northeast corner of Upham
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
was then directed to various diver
quets, too.
We have them.
lot; thence
South, eighty-three
1831
_____ ______
—____ ___
Church: also at M. Andaman's. 284
Mrs Gladys Townes spent Saturday
degrees
West,
along
side
of
Upham
'
Tremont
Bt
sions, among them a post card
lot, one hundred twenty-eight (128)-----------------------------------------------------------Screened Soft Lumo Coal 1 in Waterville.
Chrysanthemums are in blossom—lovely ones
feet to place of beginning, meaning
guessing contest and a jig-saw puzzw
; Mrs. Florence Calderwood and
to convey lot number one hundred.
$9.00
contest, the company being divided
and the season is short
"Being the same premises conveyed
children Walter and Barbara visited
Charles A. Pease by Annette J.
ton
$4.50;
%
ton
$2.50
into two groups, the reds and the to
Is the name of a new and very beautiful
Get Yours!
Matthews, by deed dated Feb 8.
her parents in Union last Friday.
1918 and recorded In Book 178, Page I btllad (with recitation) which has been
Lumpy Steam Coal $8.50
blues,
the
ones
finding
the
hidden
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Light and
495 of the Knox County Registry of
accepted for FREE reproduction In their
sections and completing the puzzle
Deeds.”
Best grade Hard Coal $14 Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Calderwood
December issue (in full sheet-music
And whereas the condition of said
first
receiving
the
prize.
.
Refresh

Delivered in Rockland and
mortgage has been broken; now. there size) by "Magazine of Popular Music.”
were callers Sunday at velits
by reason of the breach of the con- ' Los Angeles. Calif. Regular p:lano-copies
1'homaston
ments which included ice cream and fore.
FLOWER SHOP
Weaver's, Orff's Comer.
dltlon thereof, I claim a foreclosure of of this song will be mailed (postpaid)
said
mortgage.
I to the people of Maine at wholesale
two attractively decorated birthday
J. B. PAULSEN
Stanley Powell of South Liberty
Dated at Rocktand this tenth dav of I price 15c; (coin no tamps) Write to
371 MAIN ST.
TEL. 318-W
ROCKLAND W
Tel. Thomaston 84-2
cakes
were
served
under
the
direc

November.
A
D.
1933.
1
POURMAN POPULAR PUBLICATIONS
lias been In this vicinity threshing
131-tr
WILLIAM II. OLENDENNINO
176 Hillside Ave, Newark, N. J
146*16
tion
of
Miss
Helen
Dunbar,
Mis,
beans for the farmers,
137-Th-1431
i
140-14Z
CU8R8HTEC0

r

famous

CAPE COD

SHIRTS
NOW

TO LET

CUTLER’S

■“

L E. BLACKINGTON

BAD COUGHS

WANTED

$

REAL ESTATE

HOTEL

GRALYNN

it-********************^
‘ MISCELLANEOUS J

WILLIS AYER

NOW

Help Kidneys

Is The Appropriate Time

•

COAL $9.00 COAL

“In Dear Old Maine”

SILSBY’S

Every-Other-Day
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ROCKLAND HIGH'S FINEST PRODUCTION

“JERRY OF JERICHO ROAD”
NOVEMBER 23-21—HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

®SOC* ETY.

Every Penny Toward thc P. T. A. Milk Fund

GLENDENNING'S MARKET
Jgu

TELEPHONE

993
DELIVERY
SERVICE
LEAN

ROASTING PORK.................. lb 15c
FRESH LEAN

BONELESS SHOULDER ROLLS .. lb 16c
FRESH KILLED

NATIVE CHICKENS................ lb 24c
Swift’s Premium Boneless HAM .. lb 23c
STEAKS
Chuck Roast, lb 10c
BONELESS
Pot Roast, lb. 15c Boneless Sirloin, 27c
HOME MADE
Rump,
33c
Sausage, lb.
19c
23c
Lamb Leg, lb. 17c Top Round,
Lamb Fores, lb. 10c Bottom Round, 19c
31c
Rib Lamb Chops, 19c Veal Steak,
23c
Roll Butter, 2 lb. 49c Pork Steak,
2 lbs 25c
HAMBURG STEAK

In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information ol
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent by mall or telephone will b<
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ________ _______ HO or 7 St

Miss Anr.e Blackington and aunt.
Mrs. Vina Ulmer, of The Highlands,
will again have apartments in the
C. F. Snow house for the winter, and
expect to occupy them about Dec. 1
Miss Blackington's father. W. L.
i Blackington, will stay a while with
them, then going to spend the winter
I with his other daughter. Mrs. W. W.
j Graves, in Malden, Mass.

, The November meeting of the
' Scribblers Club takes place Monday
! evening at the home of Mrs. Eliza
beth Foxwell, Park street, Camden.

Page Seveil

Mrs. W M. Little is rejoicing in the
return of her bulldog Mickle which
was found at South Thomaston yes
terday. The return was made through
the medium of a Courier-Gazette
“lost" ad.

Fuller' Cobb - Davis

Double
Stamps

George Lewis and mother, Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. L. E. McRae go to
Charles Lewis, spent yesterday in
Boston today for the weekend.
Bangor.

Mrs. Frank Parker i Grace Chad
B F Burchell of New York is with
wick) of Belfast was a recent guest Hervey C. Allen for a short time.
of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer C. Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Allen went to
Harold Coombs gave a venison Boston today for the weekend.
supper Tuesday, his guests being
Harold B. Burgess, Dr. E. W. Peaslee,
A special and important meeting ot
R. C Wentworth. Dr. Dana Newman, the Universalist Woman's Association
L. E McRae. H Ernest Keywood. Dr. is called for tomorrow afternoon at
Blake B Annis, and Harold Allen cf 3.30 at the vestry, to meet a repreCamden. Mrs. Coombs was assisted scr.eative of tire Goodwin plan.
by Mrs. Annis.
Mrs. Francis Havener is at Kikx
The Monday Night Contract Club Ho pital for surgical treatment.
played at the home of Mrs. R. U.
The sewing circle of the American
Perry, with Mrs. E. L. Scarlott win
ning highest honors. Plans to aid Legion Auxiliary meets tomorrow at
in the forthcoming benefit dance for 2 p m. at Legion hall. Members and
Knox Hospital to be given under thc all women interested in relief sewing
chairmanship of Miss Agnes Flana are invited to attend.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Wiggin have
i closed their summer home at War gan. chairman of the newly formed
den and are with Mrs. Wiggin's Junior Auxiliary, were discussed.
father, Fred A. Thorndike, Maple
I
*
Mrs. Millie Thomas and Mrs
, street for the winter.
Elizabeth Barton returned yesterday
The Outing Club had luncheon from Vinalhaven where they In
yesterday at. the home of Mrs. W. S spected the Relief Corps Tuesday
White, with Mrs. A. H. Jones as a.»- evening.
j sisting hostess. Mrs. Ross Wilson,
J who is visiting relatives in Thomas- Mrs. Fred Collamore was hostess to
: ton and Rockland, was a special the E.F.A. Club at bridge yesterday
afternoon.
guest.

Winners at the card party at Odd
Fellows hall Tuesday afternoon were
Mrs. Lillian McRae. Mrs. J. C. Cun- 1
nlr.gham, Mrs. Frank Ingraham. Mrs j
Thomas McInnis, Mrs. C. E. Rollins. I
Miss Eva Rogers, Mrs. Lucius York.
Mrs Alice Robbins, Mrs. A. D. Morey,
Mrs. Mary Jordan and Mrs. E. E.
Knight. There were ten tables and
Mrs BeUe Lewis was in charge.

DOUBLE

FRIDAY, NOV. 24

To Everyone
Who Shops With
a Friend on
“BRING A FRIEND DAY”
Yes, this is the day you should bring a friend to shop with you.

We will give

DOUBLE STAMPS TO EVERYONE w ho shops in the store with a friend Friday.
The merchandise sold in our store will stand the more critical inspection given

it when two people must be satisfied, ano
test.

ve want you to put this thought to the

It will be fun for you to shop with your friend and it will prove profitable

for us!
In order to make it doublv profitable for you, we will give each of you

The Woman's Educational Club held
DOUBLfe S. & H. GREEN STAMPS on any purchases made while both are shop
its
Tuesday meeting at the Edward
The third card party in thc series Mrs. Alan L. Bird at her card
W Bok Home for Nurses, with Miss
ping together.
I being given for the benefit of SU rcoms this afternoon is conducting a Ellen Daley as hostess. The meeting
contract
tournament
for
ladles.
To

: Bernard's Church takes place to
Come with your friend—Get Double S. & H. Stamps and make a double sav
was opened by the president, Mary
morrow evening at Hotel Rockland. morrow afternoon will be given over Perry Rich, after which reports of
ing easily and pleasantly.
I with play to begin at 8 o'clock. Miss j to a Camden group, and tomorrow I the membership drive were given by
j
evening
there
will
be
a
mixed
tour

Winifred Coughlin and Miss Mar
Miss Bertha Orbeton Mrs. Priscilla
nament.
garet-Adams are in charge.
I Richardson and others, Miss Ellen
1 Daley and Miss Nettie Stewart gave
The Wawenock Club met. Monday 1 Mrs. Emma G. Torrey of Tenant's
j readings which were much enjoyed.
Harbor
is
spending
a
few
weeks
with
evening at the home of Mrs. Hattie
I Miss raley read an article from the
Keating. Response to roll call was ' her daughter, Mrs. Wesley Comstock. i David Lawrence Weekly on “Inflation
made by quotations from the works
B. B. Smith who has been ill for | of the Dollar" which was followed by
of Victor Hugo, and the usual pro
two
weeks, is now able to be out. Mrs. a lively discussion. A box lunch was
25c
Native Celery, 2 bch 23c Grape Fruit, 5 for
cedure of current events and questhen in order, the hostess serving
This is pure tomato juice, attractively bottled; is not chemically treated in any
j tion box preceded the program ! Smith's mother Mrs. Charles Blck- coffee. In the evening the members
Florida Oranges, doz 23c Sunkist Oranges, doz 29c
way; put up in quart bottles and can be purchased by the quart if desired. Put up
which consisted of a paper on i nell, is recovering from a recent 111- enjoyed an exceptionally interesting
Cape Cod
i ness.
Ripe
Tomatoes,
lb.
13c
by
one of the most famous manufacturers of food products especially for Fuller“
Sequoia,"
the
big
trees
of
Califorpaper by Mrs. W. O. Fuller whose
Cranberries, 2 qts
19c
! nia, by Mrs. Keating, and a reading
paper
by
Mrs.
W
O.
Fuller
whose
sub

Cobb-Davis, and cannot be bought again at this price.
10c
Miss Lenore Benner and her
Onions, 10 lb. bag 27c Figs, 1-2 lb. pkg.
from Helen Hunt Jackson's book
flance, Harold Savage, are guests of ject was "Montpelier," the beautiful
37c
J “Ramona." by Mrs. Lelia Benn?.-.
Sweet Potatoes, 10 lb 23c Lemons, dozen
Mr. Savage's parents. Mr. and Mrs. memorial to Gen. Henry Knox, which
The meeting next Monday will be
j John Savage, in Farmington, for the was interesting and instructive. The
with Miss Minnie Smith.
J week Mr. Savage will spend part next club meeting will be Dec. 5 at
the home of Mrs. Alden Ulmer,
Miss Alice Lymeburner is guest of of the time hunting.
Willow street.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Pendleton in
County Agent R. C. Wentworth and
Islesboro.
APPLETON MILLS
son James go to Portland today to
Mrs. Harriet Olbeton of Rockland
attend
the
seed
show
given
by
the
Friday evening by Harbor View Re
Mrs. Ruth Hary was hostess to the
SWAN'S ISLAND
CAMDEN
bekah Lodge. The lodge room was
Mrs. Nettie Witherspoon has
Several members of Kalloch Class H.W. Club for luncheon and bridge Maine Seed Improvement Associa was the guest of her sister. Mrs
closed her house at North Haven for , met Tuesday afternoon in the church i at her home on Park street Monday tion in conjunction with the Maine Ashton Ripley Saturday and Sun Mrs. Kenneth Wadsworth is in
Misses Irma Morse and Margaret decorated with appropriate colors.
day.
'Boston, called by the critical illness
the winter. Her present address is j parlors for relief sewing, remaining evening. Honors were won by Miss State Pomological Society exhibi
Kent spent Saturday and Sunday at Richard Holmes. Robert Holmes. By
Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Moore (Mary of her mother.
ron Carter and Elmer Withee fur
243 Camden street, this city.
for picnic supper.
‘ Madlene Rogers and Mrs. Chester tion at. City Hall. They will spend
1 home; they are students at Rockland nished music, and singing and read
the weekend with Mr. Wentworths Towle i of Warren visited her father Robert Hopkins has returned from
Black
J High School.
a short stay in Calais.
ings were given by members. Miss
parents. Mr. and Mrs G. L. Went Charles Towle Sunday.
The
Baptist.
Junior
Girls'
Choir
Capt. Andrew C. Smith arrived Luella Holmes was chairman of the
Capt.
Curtis
Weed
and
son
Roy
Eighteen members were present at worth in Denmark.
will meet Thursday afternoon for re and Leroy Alley have returned from home last week Wednesday after committee and her assistants were
the meeting of Chapin Class Tues
hearsal at the parsonage. The ' a gunning trip at Stacyville. They visiting relatives both in Mair.c and Maud Bridges, Stella Hart and Inez
Christmas
greeting
cards,
exclusive,
day evening at, the home of Mis.
Massachusetts.
Thursday
evening prayer meeting brought back three deer,
distinctive,
different,
at
Carini
’
s,
opp.
Ames.
George H. Welch. A large quantity i
will be held at the home of Miss i Capt. C. C. Burke of Boothbay
Mrs. Edward Scott Ls slowly im
of relief sewing was accomplished, Strand Theatre —adv.
Several people in town are victims
Adna Pitman, and Sunday Rev. . Harbcr is thc guest of Mr. and Mrs proving after being ill fcr several of bad colds and sore throat.
and donations of canned goods,
Thanksgiving and hot mince pies. Louie Watson will preach a sermon Frank H. Wilbur, Sea street.
weeks.
cereals, and other food stuffs were
Elmer Withee and Fred Hagan were
Try Maine Maid Mince Meat. 139-142 appropriate for Thanksgiving.
I On account of several dances in
An Armistice eve party was given in Ellsworth recently on business.
made for a needy family.
town Saturday night the one to have
ibeen given by Canton Auxiliary is
A birthday party was given Charles
1 postponed until a later date. Thc
Brian Grant Nov. 15 at his home, 30
NOW
"WORST WOMAN IN PARIS"
, food sale will be held as planned at
Knott street, in honor of hls seventh
with BENITA III ME, ADOLPHE MENJOU
PLAYJNG
10
o'clock
at
the
store
of
Carleton,
birthday. There were 17 guests:
I
ADDED "TARZAN Till; FEARLESS” No. 7
French Co.
Elaine Glendenning, Teddy Fogg.
J Oscar Bridges and Donald Johnson
Leslie Nelson, Robert Margerson,
COME UP AND SEE ME!
have returned from a gunning trip at
Charles Philbrook, Ruth McMahon,
Dcnnysville. The former shot a deer.
Ronald Lord, Patricia Stockbridge.
Miss Teresa F. Arau has returned
Evelyn Bragg, Therese Bragg, Robert
from a visit in Malden, Mass.
Crouse, Harland Boardman, George |
Herbert Robinson shot a deer at
’
—IN—
Ooldrarb, Sebastiano Liugga, Lois
vf'
1 Appleton Ridge this week.
FOR
YOUR
HOME
Winchenbaugh. Mrs. Helen Perry and
U. G. Calderwood who has been at
Eleanor Beal. Charles received j
An INHERENTLY QUIET, Radi
North Haven during the summer Ls
many nice gifts, including money i
antly Comfortable Automatic Oil
TONIGHT AT 11 O'CLOCK
■ now in Camden for thc winter,
Heating Service.
Refreshments were served.
i
The
Friends
in
Council
met
TuesAdmission
35c All Over thc House
Automatic Heat is an accepted re
j day afternoon at the home of Mrs
quirement of the modern home.
Mrs. John Pray and daughter ErAutomatic Oil Heat is the most desir
Arietta Good with Mrs. Good and
lcnc left Monday for Newburgh, N Y
FRIDAY
able of automatic heat.
Mrs. Allie O. Pillsbury hostesses.
T,
to join her husband, who has em
Nu-Way "Genii" Automatic Oil
Each member was accompanied by
Heat represents a new economy in oil
ployment there.
a guest. A book review of Anne
heat due to its highly efficient Radi
i
Hutchinson was given by Mrs.
ant
Combustion.
The
walls
of
the
The Rubinstein Club chorus is to J
boiler absorb the Radiant Energy of
Roberta A. Luce and was greatly enhave a rehearsal tomorrow afternoon |
the combustion without flame con
| joyed.
at 2.15 at the home of Mrs. Faith G
tact ... the most practical method
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Clark of BelOur love makes us cruel.
Berry, that for the bridesmaid’s
for applying heat to the boiler.
i mont, Mass., are in town called here
We cling to our sons.
No
name
in
contact
with
the
boiler
chorus
at
4.15.
The smart custom look is
^by the death of his mother, Mrs.
... No sharp contrast between flame
Deep down in our hearts,
typical of shoes far higher
and boiler wall temperature . . .
Della A. Clark.
Mrs. E. O. Dow was hostess to the
we'd rather see them
means longer life for the furnace.
priced. The quality will
'
The funeral of Della, widow of
Hatetoquit.it Club Tuesday evening.
dead
than have some
Let us come into your home and
| Frank O. Clark, was held from St.
stress the wisdom of choos
other woman get them!”
tell you about Radiant Combustion.
Miss Marian Weidman opened her
Thomas Episcopal Church Wednes
ing now before a further ad
TO
HENRIETTA
Rockport home Monday afternoon
day afternoon, Rcv. Canon Mitchell
vance in prices. Choose this
officiating, and interment was in the
( for a card party for the benefit of
CROSSMAN
and other styles in brown
family lot in Mountain Street ceme
-IN—
j the needy children of her town.
and black kid, calf or
tery. The funeral was conducted by
There were 17 tables, and noted
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge of which
among the players were these from
grained leathers.
order deceased was a member. The
Rockland: Mrs. A. S. Peterson, Mrs
bearers were Dr. W Lee Dickens,
W. D. Talbot, (Portland and Rock
- WITH And don’t pass up this Scotch Grain Oxford, with two
Frank E. Morrow, Fred T. Gould and
land).
Mrs.
R.
H
Britt.
Mrs.
Warren
HEATHER ANGEL
NORMAN FOSTER
full soles, damp proof upper, for $5.50. Just the
H, Jay Potter,
C. Noyes. Mrs. A. R. Havener, Miss
shce for a boy going to high school.
Charlotte Buffum. Mrs Fred L. LineSATURDAY
NORTH WARREN
kin, Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter. Jr.. Mrs.
The
fire
engine
was
called
to
thc
,
Shows
2.00,
Ibra Ripley, Miss Vivian Hall. Mrs.
He wanted power—She. love.
6.30, 8.30
home of Roy Harrington Tuesday I
Paul Wallis, Mrs. Caroline McIn
But they both won—and lost!
Cont.
Sat.
on account of a chimney fire.
tosh, Mrs. Lloyd Jamieson, Mrs. E.
2 to 10.30
Mrs. Lester Mank who has been
“MASTER OF
W. Berry, Mrs. J. L-estef- Sherman.
employed
in
Waterville
the
past
few
Miss Elizabeth Donahue. Mrs. Emilio
MEN”
weeks returned home last Friday.
Hary, Mrs. David Talbot, Mrs H
with
Mr
and
Mrs.
C.
B
Tolman
have
O. Gurdy and Miss Lucy Rhodes. A
!
cturned
home
from
Massachusetts
Jack Holt, Fay Wray
prize was awarded at. each table.
r'
where they visited relatives.
ADDED
Donald Mank who has been work
All kinds salted nuts to order.
"3 MUSKETEERS" No. 12
ing for H. A. Hawes in Union, the
Merri-Munch Candies. Mabel A
past two years Ls now at home.
Pillsbury. Tel. 709-R.
140-141
Not many deer shot in this locality
iso far thLs season,
Try Maine Maid Mince Meat for .
Authorized NU-WAY Service
j Joe Hobblns lias moved hack to
Thanksgiving. Home made, delicious.
A GOOD PLACE TO BUY GOOD SHOES
BICKNELL BLOCK
ROCKLAND, ME. IThomaston for the winter.
139-142

“HERE’S A REAL THRIFT OFFER”
FOR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 24
ONE GALLON TOMATO JUICE 99c

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

Fuller - Cobb - Davis

EDUCATOR COOKIES............. lb 10c
Order Your Thanksgiving Turkey Early

REAL

SHOE
STYLE

MAE WEST
“I’M NO ANGEL”

"WE MOTHERS
ARE CRUEL...

“PILGRIMAGE”

$5.50

McLAIN

SHOE STORE

432 Main St., Rockland, Me.

lassftt

A. C. MCLOON & CO.

CLUKEY STOOD SECOND

CHRISTMAS SEALS
Will Soon Be In Circulation

Rockland Driver Again Made a Great Showing In the Light

—Do Not Confuse Them

Harness Races This Season
As the sulkies have been hung on
the peg. it ls time to locate the
drivers that won the most of the
races ln 1933. Parshall and Clukey
are again at the top but a number of
changes have been made below the
second stop. The dash races at
Rockingham Park assisted materially
in making the score- Parshall won
23 at that, meeting. White 13, Stokes
nine, and Berry nine.

Abbedale, three with Jerry Dale, and
t.wo with Czar Mobel. Walton drove
His Majesty in almost all of his
races, giving him a mark of 2.0014.
He also scored twice with Rose Marie
Abbe. Walter Britenfield made his
return with the pacers Logan Scott
and Cold Cash. Cold Cash won
seven races and Logan Scott eight.
The Canadian driver Payne won his
mounts with Paldwin which was on
the go from March to November.
Comet's Star was the best in Vailery's stable. He won six races.
Mike Cummings. Joe Watts and
Hanover Express were the most suc
cessful in Harry Ooodhart's lot.
They won ten races. Smith did thc
most of his winning with Dale Di
rect and Laconia Of Bull's starters
Orac j Symbol won four races. Cindy
M Jr., three and Gay Hanover three
Brown Berry and Mi Peter scored
for Egan. Each of them won three
races. The Peter Volo colt defeated
Mary Reynolds in her last race and
Mi Peter romped home in front of
Vansandt in the only race he lost this
year.

With Commercial Seals
D u r i ng the
latter part of
nexit week 12
million cheery
little Christmas
Seals laden with
messages of
Fight Tubarculeslt Rood health will
be sent out into the various com
munities of Maine
greet a waiting
public
This year the need is more urgent
than ever before. Tuberculosis is a
disease that always gains an impetus
during a period of depression and
worry. The Maine Public Health As
sociation and its affiliated organiza
tions are planning to do everything
possible to check Tuberculosis in
1934. but in order to do this it be
comes necessary for Maine to put on
the biggest Christmas Seal Sale ever
conducted, and for this reason the
people of the State are asked to pur
chase just as many of the penny
stickers as they possibly can. That
baby with the T. B. hip can be cured;
that tuberculous father, with the
proper care, can be restored to
health; that young mother can live
Buy ChrDtma, Sacl«

Potter won nine of his races with
Calumet Guy which is now in Italy
Calymet Crusader won eight times
for Dickerson, his outstanding per
Henry E. Clukey of Roklaud who formance being at Goshen where he |
ranked second among thc country's
equalled the three heat record. Ben
reim men during thc fit uaton.
Sturgeon woa three races with
Johnny Walker and three with Iron
The following are the leading winj
, Bars. He also scored twice with I
.
....
Colonel Tom and twice with Doro
of races won by each of them:
thy Nixon. Hagler won ten races
Parshall. 65; Henry Clukey, 48.
with Ray Henley The returns show
Pitman. 35; Stokes, 35; Bruise. II,
that this horse won 29 of the 30
28; Chappell, 25; Dill. 25: White, 23;
heats raced.—By W H. Gocher.
Fitzpatrick. 23; Hodson, 22; Fleming,
21; Blackwell. 20; Toole, 19; McMil
TO DISCUSS TAXES
len. 18; Berry. 17; Brusle. L., 17;
Mabrey. 17; Walton. 16; Britenfield J Object of Meetings Held This
15; Payne. 15; Vallery. 14; Ooodhart.j
W eek By Extension Serv
13; Smith, L.. 12; Egan. 11; Potter.
11; Bull. 11; Dickerson. 10; Sturgeon.
ice and County Officials
10; Hagler. 10
Parshall won sixty-five races with i Two meetings were held this week '
twenty horses. Of that number Hal in Knox and Lincoln Counties by the
Abb? won nine. J. E. Vonian.anri Extension Service on the tax question.
They were for the purpose of prerentLord Jim each seven. Lee Storm and
ing to the county commissioners and
Mac Hanover each six. and Morley
town assessors an outline of the meet
Frisco four.
ings which will be held during the
Billy Strathmore was the leader
next two months. In the county on
in the Clukey stable. He won ten
taxes. R. N Atherton, avricultura:
races. Of the others Peter Pokey
economics specialist of the Extension
won eight. Volunteer and The Out
Service, presented the material.
look each six. and Wampum five.
Charts were used covering 46 Maine
Vansandt was the star in the Pit
towns, the figures for these meetings
man outfit. He won 17 events. The
being obtained from the town treas
three year old colt Prince Hall land urers.
ed eight, his last three winning trips
Part of the information presented
being against aged horses over half- has been secured from these authori
mile tracks. O! the others Calumet ties on taxes; Dr Charles M MerAnne won four and Bobby Earl three chant. agrlcu-tural economlcshead at
before sickness kept him in the lile university of Maine; Bertram
ftab!ePackard, commissioner of education:
Harry Stokes made his score with E!ber. D Rayford State auditor;
15 horse
He won elg.it races w..h pranfj
Holly, Sate tax assessor;
Lydia Knight, five with Hollywood Lucius D. Barrows, chief or the HighSara. and four with Tiaveler Harry A-av Department and Prof. O C. HorBiuc!e won 11 events with Sturdy, meil. Eowdoin Coliege.
six with Laurel Hanover, and six
The Knox County meeting was held
-•'th Hanover Prophet. The last at the Court House Roeliland and
named won 14 races for the Brusie Lincoln County’a at Newcastle engine
family. Lyman being in the sulky in house. Tne Intelwt was very good
eight cf them.
and many qu. shout: were d scusstd

Rhineworthy

Every-Other-Day
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was

Chappell's after the meeting

leader She won six events. Of his
Conclusions ai lived at by Mr. A herother starters Fanny Volo won four ton appeared to indicate the retd cf.
and Plucky Pluto four.
improved accounting systems by many
Carl Dill appeared at the fairs Maine towns; budgit.ng co nmttiees.
t. hind ten horsfs. From this lot he tax maps, adoption of a centralized
won six race- with Glen Abbe, four put chasing system. consul t ation
with De:mat. and four for Paul where possible ot small units of goveminent, widening of the tax base to
Bowser with Hollywood Boris.
In eddition to being the leading relieve the burden on general p: opmoney winning driver of the year. erty.
Ben White won eight events with ] County Agent Wentworth will hold
Mary Reynolds, one of them being j similar meetings throughout Knox
the Hambletonian He also won five and Lincoln Counties during the next
races with Dick Reynolds. Kentucky i two months In connection with tlie
Futurit.y.
I annual community planning meeting
Fitzpatrick made seven wins with |
-----------------KICKS OVER TIIE TRACES
Royal Cliff, six with Gene Volo, four ;
with Pronto Worthy, and three with
Colonel Tom. Hodson scored In nine Treasurer Adviser Says Disaster
Will Follow Roosevelt's Monetary
events with Calumet Desmond and
Polley
four with Mariana. Mat. D. proved
the best in the Fleming stable. He
Asserting the nation was threat- j
won five races. Fleming also landed
three with Valor and two with Calu- ened with “unrestrained inflation
met Evelyn which made a two year I and a complete collapse of govern| ment credit," Dr. O M. W Sprague.
old pacing record of 2.07%.
Blackwell won ten races with ' special financial adviser to the j
Elizabeth Heberling and ten with Treasury, resigned Tuesday in pro
Abbedeen. Betty Signal landed ten test against the Roosevelt monetary
races for Leon Toole. He also won P°Dcy.
In a letter to the President that
five with Brave Arion. The, bulk of
McMillan's score was made by predicted disaster would follow the I
Administration's plan for raising j
Co'onel Mellon and Harold Guy.
Tom Berry won seven races with commodity prices by increasing the
the two year old filly Bertha C. money value of gold, he said the only
Hanover and three with Topsy Han- defense against the dangers he fore
cver before she was sold for export. saw was “an aroused and organized
When Lyman Brusie switched to thc public opinion.” He said he hoped to I
gallopers in the middle of August he take part in such an effort"It, is possible that there might;
had won eight races with Hanover
Prophet, six with Calumet Delco, and ,
b<‘ a meeting of minds had I
two with Colonel Bldwell.
’ bt>en afforded any opportunity to
Mabrey won seven races with Chief discuss policies with you." Sprague
__________________________ ______ i wrote to the Chief Executive.
“But no opportunities whatsoever,
have been afforded me since my re
LU DEN’S
turn from London in July, after your
! rejection y! t.he arrangements to
teadv the foreign exchanges during
the period of the (world economic)
Menthol Cough Drops conference."

for many years, provided the neces
sary arrangements can be made to
convey her to the sanatorium. These
are some of the cases which will be
helped through a generous purchase
of the 1933 Christmas seals.
Many printing establishments are
sending out commercial Christmas
Seals for sale. These are not the Chrismas Seals of the health work. Upon
examination the omission of the
double-barred cross, emblem of the
tuberculosis fight, will be noted. Tlie
authentic Christmas Health Seal for
1933 shows three human figures in
silhouette^, black against an orange
background, engaged in bringing in
the proverbial Yule log. The doublebarred cross is easily discerned ln the
lower left-hand corner, and the words
“Christmas Greetings" occupy a
prominent place at the bottom of the
i seal.
EXIT MR IiYEK

Frederick R. Dyer. U. S. District
Attorney, has forwarded his resig
nation to Washington in response to
a request from Attorney Oeneral
Cugimings. Dyer said he did not
know when it would become effective.
John D. Clifford of Lewiston has
been announced as his prospective
successor under the National Demo
cratic administration. He expects to
return to law practice.

SETH PARKER SOON TO START
Famous Radio Character Will Sail Out Of Portland Dec. 5
On An Adventure Quest
Seth Parker, who carried his will go out every Tuesday night
"Sunday Evenings with Seth Park under the auspices of Prigidaire Cor
er" from Jonesport, to followers of poration. subsidiary of Oeneral Mo
the silver screen through the medium tors, with Seth Parker narrating
of "Way Back Home." is embarking many of the adventures that befall
upon the great adventure of which the crew and telling of the stories of
he has dreamed since he was a bare the sea and sea faring men that
foot boy living with his preacher cause every young lad of barefoot
age to determine to be a sailor.
lather on the coast of Maine.
Tuesday. Dec. 5 a four-masted wind ' "The Cruise of the Seth Parker
jammer. the Seth Parker, will sail hasn't been conceived with any
out of Portland harbor. No ordinary scientific or research purposes in
departure, because it will be starting mind,” according to Lord, “but
around the world with Seth Parker actually to ferret out adventure
on the poop deck peering off toward wherever It may be."
the horizon and wondering what the i The schooner has masts so tall
world holds in store for him.
'that it has but 12 inches leeway to
Seth Parker is Capt. Phillips Lord pass undcr Brooklyn bridge at low
in real life Years ago he made up 'tide. It has been fitted so that the
his mind that some day he would cruise party will be comfortable, but
command his own ship and pilot it it in no way has the luxury of a
into the interesting nooks of the yacht. It is equipped with a speed
globe where he would look for pirates boat so that the party may shoot up
hunt cannibals, shoot elephant and into narrow rivers in foreign lands.
climb mountains.
| It has deep sea fishing gear so the
Tire first 13 W'eeks this picturesque wary shark and the ponderous whale
windjammer will spend cruising may be caught It has an arsenal
down the Atlantic coast to Miami. that will permit the hunting of ele
Weekly coast to coast broadcasts phants, or protection of the ship’s

HIE RHODES SCHOLARSHIP

company from attack by headhunt
ers.
Tons of Maine products contribut
ed by Maine manufacturers and
producers will be carried on board,
among them wood pulp plates, bowls,
trays, baked beans, brown bread,
bantam corn, clam chowder, codfish
cakes, golden wax beans, horticul
tural beans, succotash, fruit pudding,
mince meat, stoves, oil cloth, enamel
cloth, table covers, overcoating,
medicines, toliet preparations, fla
voring extracts, shoes, pie crust, pa
per towels, paper napkins, bed
spreads and Aroostook potatoes.
In addition to the broadcasts by
rrigidaire over an N.B.C. network,
sound pictures of the peoples and
laqds the party visits are to be made
so that the theatre going public
may, via the screen, follow Seth
Parker and his hardy crew on their
dream cruise.
• • « »

Its founder was Cecil John Rhodes,
an Englishman, who left most of hls
wealth to provide scholarships at Ox
ford university for both Americans
and Britons. These scholarships’ are
for a period cf three years each and
are granted to persons between thc
njc:; of 19 and 25. Chief qualifica
tions are scholastic ability and char
acter. Stueients are selected by com
mittees of ex-Rhodes scholars, who
judge the candidates by record and
interview.
Each year there are 34
s udents selected from Britain and
her provinces and 32 from the United
States and her possessions.

berths are pretty well filled I am
truly sorry that I cannot offer you a
position, for I know that a real Maine
seaman is at a premium.
Phillips H. Lord."
4947“

W.J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

Reply To Capt. Stevens

Capt. John A. Stevens of this city
made a belated application for first
officers' berth on the Seth Parker
schooner, and recently received this
reply from the New York office:
“Your experience at sea would no
doubt prove very helpful on my
round-the-world trip, however, we
have been preparing for the expedi
tion for such a long time that the

f

Specialize en cKlmrs aod French
Clocks
All Work Guaranteed
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
Jeweler
Now Located at
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STOKE
404 MalnStreet
Rockland
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and who’s behind
the line of march!
I

T’S who is behind “AMERICAN” MARCHES
AHEAD—and what it means to you —that

counts!

Let’s look at the facts!
The American Oil Company is an important
member of the Pan American Petroleum &
Transport Company group, a major faetor in
the oil industry. Principal companies of this
group are:
American Oil Company
Mexican Petroleum Corporation (Me.)
Pan American Refining Company
Pan American Pipeline Company
Mexican Petroleum Corporation of Georgia
Lord Baltimore Filling Stations, Inc.

These companies represent one of the large
and important oil units of the country. Verybig resources, large available crude production
and extensive pipe line systems, refineries, com
plete research laboratories, large tank car and
motor truck fleets, numerous ocean terminals,
many hundreds of hulk plants, and thousands
of service station outlets.

Where and How They Serve
In addition to its refining and allied activities,

One of the companies, the Mexican Petroleum
Corporation, is 011c of the largest sellers of
heavy fuel oils in the United States. It numbers
among its customers a host of nationally im
portant concerns. Likewise, Mexican Petroleum
Corporation is the second largest producer of
asphalt on the Atlantic Coast. Because of its
great scientific know ledge of heavy fuel oils and
asphalt requirements, Mexican Petroleum Cor
poration will continue to handle this important
phase of the group’s activities.

. S
V-

Thc American Oil Company is an outstand
ing institution of public service in its old terri
tory.* Its growth and development form an
illuminating chapter in the history of American
enterprise. Our next announcement will tell
more about the American Oil Company itself.
The American Oil Company direct and through
subsidiaries, is taking over and will in the
future operate all the marketing facilities
of the consolidated companies in Northern New
Jersey, New York and New England, Georgia
and Florida. This includes the many bulk stor
age plants, service stations, pump and tank
outlets in this vast region. These it will improve,
remodel and modernize. For American service
must be worthy of the name!
★

Pan American Petroleum & Transport Company,

through its various companies named
above, does an extensive business along the
entire Atlantic Seaboard, from Maine to Flor
ida, and elsewhere. They market a big volume
of various petroleum products—motor fuel,
gasoline, lubricants, kerosene, range oil, heat
ing oils, heavy fuel oils and asphalt. A complete
petroleum service!

i

★

★

But above all, the coming of American
means that hereafter its famous products —
among them AMOCO-GAS, the original special
motor fuel; Orange American Gas, the best
gasoline selling at regular gas price; and
AMOCO Motor Oils—will be available along the
entire Atlantic Seaboard, from Maine to Flor
ida, and elsewhere. And that means new fuel
economies to motorists in our new territory*
and extended service to motorists of our old
territory*.

A’oic you know who's behind—and what's
behind—the pump!
~

AMERICAN OIL CO
Maker of American Heating and Range Oils, Amoco-Gas,
Orange American Gas, Amoco Motor Oils
THURSTON OIL COMPANY,

TEL. 127.

TILLSON AVE..

ROCKLAND

ON THE AIR! THE AMERICAN REVUE
with ETHEL WATERS and GEORGE BEATTY

Over Columbia Network, SUNDAY, 7 to 7:30 F. M.

